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Prof. Barron Likely to be Named Dean
by Dana Dembrow
Elliott Asks Barron
Upon the withdrawal of the
three outside candidates
recommended for the deanship by
the faculty in December,
University President Lloyd Elliott
requested that Professor Jerome
A. Barron serve as the next dean
of the National Law Center.
Prof. Barron has agreed to accept
the position, though the final
selection is still contingent on
approval by the faculty and the
Board of Trustees. In an in-
terview with the Advocate on
January 22, President Elliott
stated, "I will appoint Prof.
Barron as dean, subject to final
confirmation by the Board of
Trustees, provided that he is
endorsed by the faculty."
The Student Dean Search
Committee endorsed the ap-
pointment of Prof. Barron to the
position and 'the Student Bar
Association unanimously ap-
proved this recommendation in
their meeting on January 18. The
Faculty Dean Search Committee
met on January 19 and also
resolved to support the
nomination of Prof. Barron with
a unanimous endorsement.
Barron has resigned from his
position as Chairman of the
Faculty Dean Search Committee
and the new Chairman, Prof.
H.P. Green, is expected to present
his Committee's recom-
mendations to the faculty at their
meeting on Friday, January 26.
Prof. Barron is a graduate of
Tufts College in Boston. He
received his LL.B. from Yale in
1958 and his LL.M. from George
Washington University two years
to page two
Outside Candidates Withdraw
On Thursday, January 18,
University President Lloyd Elliott
met with all of the members of the
Faculty Dean Search Committee
except Professor Barron, and
informed them that negotiations
with the three outside candidates
that were recommended by the
faculty had been unsuccessful.
Prof. Barron, formerly the
Chairman of the Faculty Dean
Search Committee, was requested
to step down from the position
and Prof. Harold P. Green
assumed, the chairmanship of the
Committee in the face of this
unexpected development.
At the last faculty meeting of
the fall semester, the tenured-
members of the full-time faculty
met in closed executive session
and after deliberation' over
'committee recommendations;
resolved to submit the names of
SBA Funds Advocate
Robert Knauss, Martin
Dickinson, and Henry Manne for
consideration by the University
administration for appointment
of an individual to succeed Dean
Kramer upon his retirement in
, June.
Manne, Director of the Center
of Law and Economics at the
University of Miami, withdrew
his name from nomination before
negotiations were initiated. In an
interview with the Advocate on
January 22, he stated that he was
forced to withdraw from the
selection' process because further
delay without a final decision on
his appointment would have
threatened the success of some of
the programs planned by his staff
,at the University of Miami.
_ President Elliott and Dr.
"Harold -Bright, University
Provost, discussed appointment
to the deanship with the other two
-candidates but were unable to
negotiate a satisfactory contract.
Dean Robert 'Knauss of Van-
derbilt University School of Law
sion, a motion was unanimously strapped Advocate. The Ad- and Dean Martin Dickinson of
passed giving the SBA's endorse- 'vocate's budget for the entire the University of Kansas School
ment to Professor Jerome Barron school year is $4500. Due to the of Law both decided to remain in
Last Thursday's Student Bar for the position. Members voiced unanticipated length of last their present positions rather thari
Association meeting produced confidence that he would be an semester's issues, the allotment 'assuming a position at GW.
some results worthy of notice. In excellent Dean. His accessibility would have run out after this
what is scheduled to be the last to students, his scholarly achieve- issue. Thus, thanks to the gene-
meeting of Steve Friedman's ad- ments, and his personability.were rosity of the SBA and a $500
ministration, three important some of the positive qualities that grant from GWUSA, The Ad-
resolutions were passed. Members students cited. Hope was ex- vocate will be able to print all its
of the Board expressed surprise at pressed that should professor scheduled issues.
the failure of the University to Barron become the new Dean, he The most unique resolution
secure a new Dean from among- would also continue to teach. passed at the meeting centered on , by Mark Weinberg said that proposals for basic Uni-
the candidates recommended by The SBA also unanimously next year's $500 tuition hike. It The Board of Trustees versity policies "should receive
the Dean Search committees. In passed a resolution authorizing a was reported that $200 of this Thursday rejected a student their final consideration by a
response, after significant discus- $1000 grant to the financially- increase is to cover inflationary government proposal to add two Board each of whose members re-
.... ..;.,----- .... -------------- .... --- ... costs and will be paid by students student members to the Board, present, the broadest possibleInside · Le~UlS·lation S~nec;1W1 throughout the University. The voting instead to allow one interests, as the Board carries out
~J ' • ~ UJ, r MAt additional $300, however, is a 'student to serve as a voting its responsibility in the public
tuition hike unique to the law member of the Board's Commit- interest." .
school. Since the University 'tee on Development. The Com- Student government readers
presently retains anywhere from mitteeon Development is re- ,were unanimously disappointed
25% to 40070of each tuition dollar sponsible for the University's with the Board's decision and
generated by the law school, seve- fund-raising programs. vowed to continue their effort.
ral people were upset that the Uni- Prior to Thursday's vote, GWUSA President Cesar Negret-
versity also intends to keep 25% students had occupied positions te said that he was "disappointed,
of the additional $300. Thus, the on the Board's Committees on but not discouraged." He pledged
law school is being charged twice Student Affairs and Academic to use "all possible channels and
if the University takes its percent- Affairs. There are no student the same rational approach", and
age from the entire $500 increase. members on the Board's Commit- expressed confidence that
A motion was made that the SBA tees on Trusteeship, Financial "reason will prevail in the end."
call on the University to allow the Affairs, Audit, the Medical GWUSA Special Vice President
law school to keep all of the addi- Center or on the Board's Execu- Elliot Chabot said that he was
tional $300 for its own use. Presi- tive Committee. "baffled by the attitude of the
dent Friendman then commented The Board's decision was an af- ,Board and the Administration."
that such a resolution might be firmation of its Executive Com- "All we are asking for is a voice
overstepping the function of the mittee's recommendation. in determining how our school is
SBA. Subsequently a more mode- In a statement released afterthe to be run", he said, "and if they
rate resolution was unanimously Board meeting, the Executive think this is the last they've heard
passed. The statement calls for an committee said that student of this issue, they're dead
accounting to the students of how Trusteeship "could quickly dimi- wrong." Chabot also said that
the tuition hike will be utilized, nish the public's faith that the "our tactics might change in light
and for an explanation of why the Trustees' concern truly en- of this action by the Board, but
University must retain a cut from compasses ..all elements of the we intend to fight this out to the
the total amount. ,',', - • 'tJniVersiiy:" 'Th'e! stateiMrit' 111~6( eM,~' , , , , • , ' ,. "" ~
,I
by Jeff Berry
FOCUSon Senator Ch.tea McC. Mathias, Jr.
and the Senate Judiciary Canmittee - see page eight.
President Elliott stated that the
reasons that the two remaining
candidates withdrew their names
from nomination were a com-
bination of factors and that
essentially, "They felt that
professionally or personally, they
were more satisfied to stay where
they are."
During the course of in-
vestigation and negotiations,
President Elliott spoke to the
President of the University where
one of the candidates is currently
a dean and was advised that he
was very pleased with the per-
, formance of that individual in his
present position and was making
efforts to induce the dean not to
resign from his post.
President Elliott declined to
reveal the amount of the salary"
offered to the candidates foe the
'deanship but assured the
Advocate that GW's bid was.
.competitive with the salaries
offered by other law schools,
which range from $40,000 to
$65,000 per year. Dean Dickinson
stated, "You've got an excellent
I situation there and a very good
opportunity in the school." He
said that his decision to withdraw
to page two
Board of Trustees Rejects
-Student Membership
from page' one professor among the students of
later. He first joined the GW' the National Law Center and has
faculty as a Teaching Fellow at served as a member of the Board
the age of 25 and has since taught ,of I?irectors of the George
at the School of Law of the Washington Law Association
University of North Dakota and GW' I 's aw school alumni
the University of New Mexico. He organization.
is also the former Dean of In the course or an interview
Syracuse University College of with the Chairman of the Student
Law. . " . Dean Search Committee Prof
Speclahzm~ m, constitutional Barron stated that he rega:ded th~
l~w, Barron ISa n~ted scholar on strengthening of the faculty as a
FIrSt Amendment Issues who has priority task for the new dean On
argued before the Supreme Court the issue of improvin . the D
and I~ often consulted by. fe~eral physical plant, he said that te had ean Search
~~encle~ ~nd commumcatl~ns hopes for a new building but that
~~~~ld e ~i:lhe co)-aut~or (with he ~~uld evaluate the situation Developments
P bl" h' ~or 0 West reahstlcally. He stated that GW
u ~s I~g Co. s, Mass Com- could "Make usable and f fro
mumcatlOn Law: Cases and tional this f 'I't b unc- m page oneCo t h h' aCII y ut at the same h' f,!!m~n, t e t Ird edition of time not forego the ossibil" IS name rom nomination was
,WhiChI~ scheduled for release in constructing a new f p T "Ity of based on a variety of complicated
th,e spnng. He has co-authored He also said thata~~ It
y
., factors.
With C. Thomas Dienes a Law Center's 1"' e National For a capable administrator
casebook for the Bobbs-Merrill were "co 'd cdlDlcal programs and aspiring legal mind a
series, entitled, Constitutional finest i ~Sl ere to be among the position at the head of' the
Law: Principles and Policy wo Id n e country" and that he National Law Center is perhaps
Barron has recently compie'ted I" ~ respond to the needs of the unexcelled in its promise of
another text with Prof. Dienes cdl·lrnelcCtSI'as fexpressed by the potential for development and
th' R • ' ng pro essors 'elf andbook of the Law of Several st d . contnbution to legal education,
Free Speech and Free Press. The ask d t u ents who were However making a career
f t d'" e 0 comment P f ,..'Irs e Itlon of thiS work is Barron' '. on ro. deciSIOnInvolves much more than
scheduled for publication in April deans hi; b~oml~atlon to the one's commitment to a
br. Little, Brown & Co. In ad- that the ~a~ct:ch on the grounds profession. Anyone who's started
dltlon Prof. Barron has written a losing one of . 001 would be a family in Kansas or spent a
paperback called Freedom of the but B hits best professors, spring day in Nashville should be
Staff Writers: David Bane, Barbara Beck Harry Chernoff Press for ,Whom which discusses wOuld~~;on as stated that "I aware of some of the other
Thecla Fabian, Bob Goodman, Wendy Gordon Jim Heller' the eme~gmg theory of the right ministratorw:~t dt.~ ,be an ad- considerations at play in deter-
Steve Kleifield, John Seibel "of public access to mass media. he is appointed ~ I n t ~each." If mining whether to change one's
Contributors: Dick Bolling, Mike Clipper, Steve Cochran Curt He: has also authored articles keep teachin ~an he mt~nds to lifestyle to meet the demands of a
Heard, Michael Janick, Fred Lee, Charles Mathias, Jr.,'Marl'. wh~ch have appeared in the law constitutional gl ne sectIOn of demanding job in Washington
I
reviews of Harvard Geo ' aw as well as 'his D C F '
yn Peter~, Peter Rodino, Glen Schultz, Courtney Sheldon, W h' D k '" ,rge course on public policy d .. ortunately for GeorgeMark Wemberg. ' as mgton, u e and Vlrgmla. media an mass Washington University the law
Prof Ba 'd" 'Virgini' .~~o~.resl'fesmhRe~ton, Now that the dean sear h ff sc?ool is already well-equipped
The opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the a WI . ISWIe, w 0 IS an has turned to an ' ,c e. o~t Wit h so m e 0u t s tan din g
Advocate Editorial Board, the National Law Center or George ~t~~r::~lowlth the Cou,nty possible that sever~~S~dtehr,It IS academicians, one of whom will
Washington University. ' , pm en tHo u sin g professors ma al . er GW soon replace Dean Kramer to
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil, ,:h~:;t~f1~y~ ~~~ ~h~if th r~e" I~onsidered f0; th:o :~S? to ,be assume the position 0f chief
n. He IS a popular, the issue of wlie'tlier~hs !I.orn_~ry~• " _ad~inistrator of the Nationale se echon Law center. '.. ~ •.• ,'~ ."."
Pal!e Two
Dedication
The student government asso- ministration, the School of Engi-
elation of my undergraduate uni- neering, and the School of Educa-
versity was called ASDU (pro- . tion. The executive branch is also
nounced as-du) and the most in need of additional assistance by
common response elicited' when interested students, GWUSA is
one mentioned it was' "gesund- not. unlike a real bureaucracy
heit." Here at GW the student .except that it may be morediffi-
government association is called cult to manage and oversee since
GWUSA (pronounced g-wu-sa) the participants in the various
and the most prevalent response committees are volunteers who
that most people receive' when ultimately are not subject to strict
they say it is, "what?" , control except to the extent of
GWUSA is the George Wash- determining their fiscal alloca-
ington University Student Asso- tions, '
ciation, the student government For purposes of the press, the
organization that funds the Pro- primary actors in the organization
gram Board and the multitude of this year are Cesar Negrette,
clubs and special interest groups' President of GWUSA, and Bob
that exist at GW. GWUSA Dolan, Executive Vice President
usually also undertakes' several' of the Student Senate. Mark
major service projects during the Weinberg, Jonathan Katz; Debbi
course of each academic year, Kieserrnan, Abe Morris, Steve
such as the student telephone Nudel, Dave Garfinkel and Marty
director and the undergraduate Rubenstein are a few of the other
teacher/course evaluations; In key actors who are especially
addition, its primary function is vocal in debates. The senators I
its input to University policies in' that represent the law school
response to student complaints during the present session iare Bill
about the administration and Crowfoot, Dana Dembrow, and
operation of GW,ranging from Jim Toomey. Unlike some of the
grievances about food contracts past representatives of' the
to complaints with campus secur- National Law Center, these three
ity to oversight of University individuals are fairly active in the
expenditures and plannignprio- " Senate, though their participation
riti~~.. ' in legislative committees and
Several years ago back in the compliance with office hour
days of student radicalism, duties leaves a lot to be desired,
GWUSA became defunct, but So why are we taking up the
after much constitutional wrangl- dedication with this boring defini-
ing with the administration, the tion of an organization that you
student government of George probably don't care' about?
Washington University was Actually, it's not just so that the
reestablished in 1974. The next time you hear something
mechanics of the University's' about it you won't say "what?"
financial allocarions to extra- ' In' fact, it's not even as boring as
curricular activities, programs, you may think, Despite what you
and projects are still controlled may have heard about the repu-
through the Student Activities tation of GW undergrads,
Office, the division of the admini-' GWUSA is filled with some very
strati on responsible for funding creative, intelligent, and interest-
various groups according to the ingcharacters. They represent a
budgets approved by GWUSA. broad spectrum of political philo-
Structurally, the principal sophies and outlooks on life and
bodies of GWUSA are the Senate OW, and though the legislature is
and the executive branch. The stu- often ,-bogged down with the
dent senate consists' of .24 elected procedural requirements of 'a
r.epresentatives, including three formal assembly, several of the
persons from the law school. At senators are vivacious performer
present there are six vacancies on who occasionally liven meeting
the Senate, three from the Gra- to the delight of the less seriou
duate School of Arts and.Sciences attendants and the ire of the
and one each from the School of hurried and the overly concerned,
Government and Business Ad- to page three
0,.,i~;"
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Advocate Publication. p.lans
th
-, ht to- ..furtherocCupy the .comrade With professional exper-
e ng . ' " hi desispace in this newspaper. For the renee I.n. grap IC ,eslgn and
remainder of, this semester's compOSition and he WIllhelp you
issues, therefore, I want to share make your sequences of words
the opportunity to express oneself appe~r as tho~gh they are
to a much greater extent than has meamngful. Bus~ness Manager
occurred in the past. Although I Jeffery Berry advises me that we
intend to contribute to the crea- now have enough money to print
tion of the Advocate for the rest whatever you would like to see
of the issues planned for this published and he is willing to
semester and have agreed to process the paperwork required to
continue as editor, I will no pay the people to do what we must
longer submit much copy, but pay to h.ave don~. Regular contri-
will assume the role of planner butors like David Bane, Barbara
and administrator. In other Bec~, Harry Chernoff, Thecla
words, ,if anyone is interested in Fabian, Howard Grant, J~m
seeing the paper go on, do your Heller, We~dy Gor.don, and Jim
self a favor and do something Sweeney wI.ll. provide you with
about it. We need writers, wat- e~ough additional copy that you
chers, doers, thinkers, actors, wI,llnot have to stand alone in the
listeners lookers seers recor- middle of an empty page of news-
ders, cr~ators and a' v;riety'of ,print: .Mos.t important for the
otherindividuals to put together a rernaimng ISSUes of Volume 10
newspaper. will be the managing editors, each
of whom have generously agreed
to supervise and coordinate an
issue around a general theme,
though the thematic suggestion is
not intended to confine anybody
or restrict anything. Pick
something that you're interested
in and give them a hand. Below is
the publication schedule that we
plan to execute. Whether we do it
or not is entirely up to you.
Does anyone mind if I delete,
my byline and speak in the first
person for a change? Actually, I
don't care if you do mind, If you
read the Advocate last semester
you probably already realize that
I'm a pretentious egotist deriving
subliminal satisfaction in seeing
my self manifest itself in forms of
thought that are observable and
retrievable by myself, and others.
This is the stuff that makes the
experience of living enjoyable.
It's also the source of one's
contribution to the rest of what-
ever else one may influence or
affect. Thus, I'll honestly admit
that I don't regret that I get a
charge out of seeing my name or
my ideas in black and white.
Egoism can -be a character fault
when its unbridled and results in
unawareness of what's going on
outside of oneself, but it's good
for you to realize that you are one
and it is you and anyone who The opportunity is here. Don't
can't accept or appreciate this pass it by. Opportunities don't
unexpressable concept will no happen often. Get involved with
doubt have a difficult time coping the Advocate. You may find out
with laws, and with attorneys. "that doing it is a blast. It would be
, impossible to do it yourself. But a
Regardless of my recognition number of energetic people have
of my appreciation of my own expressed a desire to help you
ego, however, I am not such an create a publication. Production
egotist that I feel the obligation or Manager Bill Lieth is a reliable
Copy
Deadline
Release
Date Managing Editor Theme
Feb. 2
Feb. 23
March 16
April 6
Feb. 7
Feb. 28
March 21
April 18
John Lambert SBA Election Forum
Steve Kleifield The Public's Perception of Law
John Seibel The City
The Advocate's Tenth Anniversary Special Edition
: ~,
Dean' JeroJneA~ .Barron
process should be begun anew and
opened to all interested parties
may be the subject of debate at
the next faculty meeting. Not-
withstanding the outcome of this
potential dispute, however, in the
estimation of the Administration
the student body, and the Faculty' •
Dean Search Committee, the law
school has found a suitible
candidate for the deanship in
Prof. Jerome Barron.
OJmmentary on (})mmunieation
SBA·Graded
by DIna Dembrow the last meeting of the Student
Bar Association, the represen-
(Editor's Note: The Advocate- tatives also approved an allo-
requested the President of the -eation of $1,000 to be transferred
Student Bar Association, Stephen to the Advocate to be used to help
Friedman, to prepare a report on finance, the cost of publishing the
the activities of the SBA or to remaining editions of Volume 10.
appoint a liaison to draft an According to SBA Treasurer Pete
article on his behalf, but he de- Glaser, the funds transferred were
dined to submit a statement.' initially ear-marked for adminis-
Contrary to some of the recent, trative costs but it is highly
criticisms of the Advocate's' unlikely that the funds will be re-
coverage of the SBA, it is not our quired by the SBA this year.
intent or desire to present unwar- Probably the most important
ranted criticism of any organi- accomplisment of the Student Bar
zation. We hope that we are pre- Association during the past year
senting the good along with the has been the installation of mail-
bad and anyone who is willing to boxes in their office on the third
assist the Advocate in reporting floor of Bacon Hall. As soon as
on the accomplishments and con- someone in the organization
cerns of the Student Bar Associa- labels the mailboxes, the system
tion is encouraged to submit an will be made functional, and it
article or letter of- publication will be possible for individuals
without editorial modification.} and organizations at the National
The Student Bar Association Law Center to communicate with'
may be credited with two signi- each other through written corres-
ficant accomplishments already pondence. At present it is unclear
this semester. First, the book ex- whether the task of writing a few
change conducted by Sue Kelley' labels to stick on the mailboxes
and Sol Goldman was highly will require a legislative enact-
successful and resulted in some ment or executive appointment
extra revenue for the SBA. Many but as soon as this minimal effort
students attended the sale as is expended, the students of the
sellers and as buyers and almost National Law Center will receive
all of the individuals who parti- a simple mechanism for coor-
cipated in the project were pleased dinating activities and exchanging
with the opportunity of cashing in information on academic and
or their used text books at the extra-curricular affairs. It is
same time that they were' pro- somewhat startling that other
viding discounted prices for their than the Advocate there has not
colleagues. Secondly, the en- been implemented at GW Law
during effort to replace the Xerox School a systematic method of
machines in the Burns Library, mass communication among
lead by first-year representative. students and faculty, and the pre-"
Susan Bastress, has nmilly been liminary efforts:. of" the SBA
successful. Several new Xerox toward this end represent a reeog-
4000's have been delivered to the . nition of the importance of infor-
library and are presently awaiting mation transfer to the educa-
installation. In addition, tional process and a move toward
scheduled on the agenda for the constructive improvements at the
final SBA activity during Fried- National Law Center.
man's tenure is a party in the Communication has been a
Marvin Center following the problem at GW and this is often
"Law Revue" on February I I. At the subject of discussion by
Dedication
from page two
Moreover, GWUSA is a serious generously approved a request for
body that assumes its roles as a $1,000 grant to the Advocate to
overseer of student organizations be transferred from the admini-
and as student-administration strative expense account of the
liasion with care and diligence. At SBA provided by GWUSA. Dean
the same time, however, giving, Kramer last week also approved
away $125,000.00 can be a lot of an additional funding request in
fun and most of the people in- the amount of $500, thus bringing
volved seem to enjoy the chal- the allocation of the law school
lenge of contributing to the pro- administration for the student.
cess of role-playing governmental newspaper all the way up to one-
decision-making. fourth of the amount that
Again, why the dedication? For Georgetown allocates their law
those of you who are informed school paper. But GWUSA was
about the condition of the Advo- the first organization to come to
cate, you are no doubt aware of the aid of the Advocate and for
the fact that we were not funded this reason alone we felt that they
enough money by the law school deserved a dedication. It's also
to keep the paper alive for ten fitting, since this is our legislation
decent issues during the course of special, but the main reason for
the academic year. Nevertheless, this dedication is that first $500
we decided to put out a paper grant that gave the paper the hope
anyway and hope that someone of avoiding bankruptcy, Special
would bail us out when we went thanks to Senators Dave Gar-
broke. Commenting that this finkel and Bill Crowfoot for their
technique was not unlike the support of the allocation.
'budgeting renewal by premedi- We still don't have any sti-
tated necessity' strategy employed pends, and only one usually-tunc-
by certain government agencies, tional typewriter-not much
Dean Kramer rejected the Advo- compared to the $30,000.00
, cote's plea for an additional allo- expenditure by the Hatchet for
cation of $2,000 in order to their new Compugraphic video
complete the semester's publi- display terminals, But we will
cation schedule. The Student Bar print a newspaper. And it will be
Association also turned down a as good as we ~ave the ti',lle and
f $2 000 but at the money to make It. And we II have
request or , , h SBA a hell of a time doing it!
meeting last Thursday, t:e.,.."u "", ',-' " , '," 1,1. I,:
students and faculty, but it is very
rare that reform is undertaken,
perhaps because of the very fact
that effective communication
techniques are sorely lacking. An
obvious example is the condition
of, the grade board on the first
floor of Stockton Hall. To most
law students, this information is
the most important communi-
cation that they will receive
during the course of their educa-
tional endeavors. It is the end-all
for whatever it is that the typical
law student seeks in his or her
three years of masochistic self-
stultification more commonly
referred to as the law school ex-
perience. However, despite the
critical importance of these
numbers to the daily concerns of
students enrolled at the National
Law Center, it would appear that
the method of relating this in-
formation was developed by an
arithmetic f1unkee with a flare for
pin-the-tail -on-the-donkey. A
person of average intelligence
might expect that the grade board
could be organized according to
the alphabetical order of the
course title, or numerical order of
course number, or any other com-
prehensible system of organizing
retrievable classifications. But the
bulletin board across from the
dean's office looks more like the
administrative secretaries in
charge of relating this infor-
mation decided to blindfold them-
selves and tack the lists of
numbers wherever they could find
a location that was difficult to
observe. As a result, it normally
takes several rriinutesof searching
just to find out that your profes-
sor 'still hasn't submitted his or
her grades. This, incidentally, is
another more important com-
plaint voiced by a large number of
students, but the present adminis-
tration apparently feels that most
professors need at least a couple
of months to wade through and
rank the voluminous pages of
examination bullshit which are
generated by the student body
during those tense, rushed weeks
:of mid-December.
Students who were enrolled last
year may recall the survey that
was conducted by Student Dean
Search Committee in their effort
Page Three
Searching for Meaning at the Wailing wan
to ascertain desirable charac- sheets was not in any order ascer-
teristics for deanship candidates tainable by the material contained
and specific attitudes and on the lists. The second proposal
grievances about the law school. , requested that there appear at the
The conclusion of the ques- top of the grade lists a simple
, tionnaire asked that respondents statistical breakdowri of the
provide comments of any sort and scores reported, including median
many students elected to complete .and range, so that one's relative
that portion of the opinion poll :academic standing in each class
with specific suggestions for SBA z could be ascertained without
activities, general complaints 'having to. review and compute
about legal education and GW, averages of the scores of one's
and particular grievances with classroom competitors.
individual professors, courses, These two proposals were pre-
and practices at the National Law sented to Dean Potts, an official
Center. Many of these responses ;who is widely respected as a
were printed in the February 1978 'person responsive to student
edition of the Advocate but al- concerns. Rather than referring
though the entire list of comments the suggestions directly. to the
was made available for public appropriate faculty committee as
review, no one in the adminis- requested, however, Dean Potts,
tration, the faculty, or the evidently acting under the
Student Bar Association bothered ,mistaken belief that the SBA
to read any of the unpublished .existed as a viable organization to
complaints. reflect student attitudes and,
When several students men- influence administrative policy,
tioned potential improvements to referred the proposal to the SBA
the grading system in the survey, President, where it was promptly
the Chairman of the Student trashed for the failure of anyone ,
Dean Search Committee drafted a to communicate the suggestions "
couple of formal proposals for to someone interested in address-
modifying the method of pre- ing the complaints. As a result,
senting grade information on the unless you have the patience and
bulletin boards. One of these fortitude to take your grades all in
suggestions was to print grades in one dose when you get them in the.
numerical order according to mail, you will spend day after day
student J.D. numbers, thus alle- along with your colleagues
viating the complaint of several pushing through the attentive
students that alphabetical listings crowd in the corner of the hallway
violated the confidentiality of in front of the wailing wall trying
such information among students to figure out what it all means. '
whose last names were very close The above diatribe is presented
to the beginning or the end of the as a minor example of the failures
alphabet. In addition, it was indi- of . the SBA' and the adminis-
cated that such a presentation tration under their present leader-
made it unnecessarily difficult to ship. Perhaps more important
find one's grade, since the in- issues could have been addressed
formation presented on the grade to page15
Senator Seeks Financial Disclosures
by Board of Trustees
GWUSA Senator at Large
Mark Weinberg has sent a letter
to all members of the University's
Board of Trustees and to Univer-
sity President Lloyd H. Elliott,
asking that they release personal
income tax returns and other
financial data for all years during
which they have served on the
Board.
In his letter, Weinbert said that
he sliared the Board's concern
about "conflict of interests" on
the part of Board members, and
asked that the data be provided by
February 5. '
exactly whose stock will go up if
the University awards a contract
to one bidder or another", and
hoped that students will look
"with greater scrutiny" at deci-
sions made by the Board.
Asked if he expected many
members to comply with his re-
quest, Weinberg said "Those who
have nothing to hide will have no
qualms about making a disclosure
of this nature. I would hope that
all the Trustees and Dr. Elliott
comply."
Faculty. Meeting
The first faculty meeting of the in the dean search.
spring semester is scheduled for Anyone who would like to
contribute recommendations2:00 p.m., Friday, January 26, h h Id
1979 in Room426 of the Marvin regarding the dean searc s ou
Center. contact a member of the Faculty
Although the appointment of Dean Search Committee irnmed-Weinberg explained that be- ' . I A d II d h
the next dean was not scheduled late y, ny stu ent enro e at t ecause the University enters into N' I L C t h ish
on the agenda originally prepared anona aw en er w 0 WIS escontracts with so many area busi- b hi t t f It
nesses, "the potential exists by Dean Kramer in his memo to to 0 serve t IS impor an acu y
f the faculty of January 19, the meeting may report to the Marvinor a Trustee enriching
hi If I f hi . issue is expected to be brought Center at 2:00 on Friday to findimse as a resu t 0 IS pOSI- , "
tion". The student body, Wein- before the faculty assembly as a out if it will be open to student
I~er~,;s~~~ /';has a J,gh~ tto ~I}qw, I I,result..QtWlr.F.Ir~f\t.de}'~lpPp\eMs. •~t.t~'l<\aN~".. n ..4 •.& ............. U ~ ..'U"
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In Between the Sheets
BI1'CH
BITCH
by Jim Heller
Q. Mr. Heller
A. Call me Mr. Heller
Q. O.K., Jim ... What's the story
onLEXIS?
A. All GW Law Students can now
be trained on LEXIS. You must
go through two training ses-
sions-first a lecture, then .ter-
minal training (neither of which
have anything to do with death,
contrary to what you may have
heard). You can sign. up for
LEXIS training at the 3rd floor
desk. After you've attended both
sessions you may reserve time on
the terminal. Reservations can be
made at the 3rd floor desk.
Q. I'm interested in aviation law,
and someone told me about a
group called the Legal Eagles, or
something to that effect. Do you.
know anything about them?
A. Well, it could be that Glenn
Frey, Don Henley, Randy
Meisner, et al, are attending law
school, but I doubt it. It's more
likely that you're referring to the
Lawyer-Pilots Bar Association
(aka "Legal Eagles"), based in
Alhambra, CA. It's a group Of
lawyers who are engaged in the:
practice of Aviation law and are'
concerned with aviation law and
safety. They publish a monthly
newsletter called the Legal Eagle
News.
Q. How did you find that answer?
A. There's a reference book called
the Encyclopedia of Associations
which lists not only thousands of
national associations, but tells
you where the group is head-
quartered, when it was founded,
the number of members, it's com-
mittees, it's publications, and
when and where it convenes.
There is an alphabetical and key-
word index which guides you into
the annotations. Furthermore, the
contents are arranged by subjects,
so it's possible to discover other
associations relevant to your re-
search needs which you may have
been unaware of.
Q. I've been doing some environ-
mental law research, and I came
up with an acronym. It's
CEDDA, and I don't know what
it stands for.
A. A valuable reference book, the
Acronyms, lnitia/ismsand Ab-
breviations/Dictionary says that
CEDDA stands for the Center for
Experiment Design and Data
Analysis (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration).
This, and other reference books,'
are located on the third floor of
the library.
Q. Jim, I need to find an Ex-
ecutive Order from, I think, the
early 1930's, that deals with the
proteetionof seals on the Oregon
coast. I know that from 1936
onward Executive Orders are
printed in the Federal Register
and compiled in either Title 3 or
3A of the Code of Federal Regu-
lations (CFR). But how do we get
KO.'s prior to 1936?
A. First, Executive Orders since
July 23; 1965, also appear in the
Weekly Compilation of Pre-
sidential Documents, so that's
another place to look. The ad-
vance pamphlets of the U.S. Code
Service also include Executive
Orders. Your question presents
some problems (of course, all
questions present problems, or
they wouldn't be questions,
would they?). Prior to 1936,
Presidential Executive Orders
were not published in anyone
source. This makes it quite dif-
ficult to get hold of the document.
Finding out the number of the
order is not quite as hard to do. A
two volume set entitled President-
ial Executive Orders (which we
have on. reserve) indexes and
digests Orders # 1-8030 (1862-
1938). Volume 1 is a chronologie-
11 digest, while volume 2 is the
index. To start with, I'd go to
volume 2 and look under
"Seals". Under that heading is
listed a 1931 order (#5702) that
states "Oregon coast rocks re-
served as refuge for sea lions".
I'd then go to Volume 1 for the
annotation which, though very
brief, tells me a little more about
the Order, and perhaps indicates
whether or notit is the one you're
looking for.
Q. O.K., I think that is the Execu-
tive Order I need, how do I get my
hands on it?
.A. That question is harder to
answer, Amy. Since the Orders
were not published regularly pnor
to 1936, it might be necessary to
look in a variety. of places. Your
best bet is the Library of
Congress. Orders 1-7403 (June
26, 1845-June 26, 1936 are on
microfilm at the Library of
Congress. However, not even
'..
me "Johnson") Johnson is our
new Reference Assistant, and is
probably the most visible person
on the staff. She hails from
Mobile Alabama, and came to
Washington to experience life in
the fast lane. She received a B.A .
in Political Science from the Uni-
versity of South Alabama, and
hopes to begin working on a
Masters in International Affairs
in the fall at GW.
their collection is totally comple-
te, and there are some gaps.
Older orders which deal with
specific subjects may be .found
elsewhere, however. Compi-
lations may be published which
. may permit you to get your hands
on the text. For example, say you
were trying to get hold of Orders
dealing with the Civil Service
Commission, or perhaps the
Panama Canal. Many Civil
Service Orders appear in the
Commissions' Annual Report,
and also in a compilation called
the Civil Service Acts, Rules,
Regulations, etc. Older Orders
dealing with the Canal will appear
in the Canal Record. Similar
compilations dealing with other
areas may exist. The aforemen-
tioned 2 volume Presidential Ex- At its meeting of Tuesday,
ecutive Orders lists where the text November 21, 1978, the Student-
of such older orders can be found Faculty Law Library Committee
when available. voted without dissent (a quorum
Contacting a specific govern- being present) to instruct the Law
ment agency whose functions are Library to terminate its contract
directly affected by a particular with Washington Photocopy'
executive order may also produce Company for the Olivetti-Under-
a positive result. For example, wood copying machines in the
contacting the ICC or FTC may library. This decision was reached
allow you to get hold of an older after two sessions in which full
Order which directly affected and detailed discussions were held
those Commissions' activities. and alternatives explored. The
Q. In other words, older Orders committee had the benefit of a
are not always available here at. presentation by Me. Laskow,
GW. president of Washington Photo-
A. That:s correct, and they're; copy, and an analysis by Ms. Sue
o~ten .quite hard. to get hold of. Ba~tress, SBA first year represen-
It.s hkely that In the not-to?- tative, of an option involving
distant future someone will IBM copying machines, and data
compile all pre-1936 Executive acquired by.Mr. Robert Bidwell,
Orders so that 'they will be 'ac- Associate Law Librarian. for
cessible to the public. Management and Planning.
Q. I noticed that there is a new These efforts resulted in the
persori at the Third Floor Desk. installation of brand new Xerox
Can you tell me something about 4000 copying machines in the
her? library which should be opera-
A. Anne (you don't have to call tional soon .
·Library Goes
Xerox
.. ,
BITCH
In the .next issue (Feb. 7)
The Advocate
opens its pages to a
GRIEVANCE FORUM
are planned for Feb.14
Petition the SBAoffice
for placement on the ballot.
See the second floor landing fo'r details.
SBA
ELECTIONS
Got a gripe about GW la'(Vschool,
or anything atal/?
Let's hear about it!
All candidates and non-candidates
are invited to air their views.
The Advocate is offering a forum for aU SBA elected
offices. Candidates should pickup the form for presenting the
...
information at the SBA office in BACON HALL Phi t " ..,!.
, • 0 os may
also be submitted. Forms and Photos must be into 'the'
Advocate Office B-Q2by noon Friday, Feb. 2
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IIHus Been Decided
By David Bane that the disease was not heredi-
tary and that the chances of con-
Socialist political groups that ceiving a second afflicted child
were the subjects of a "disruption were practically nil. The first
program" conducted by the woman gave birth to an infant
Federal Bureau of Investigation suffering from Down's Syndrome
have a cause of action under the and the second had another child
Federal Tort Claims Act. The afflicted with the kidney disease.
groups' allegations that there was The court ruled that the parents
an effort to interfere with their have alleged the existance of a
activities and deprive them of duty flowing from the physicians
members and funds states a valid to themselves and that the breach
New York cause of action for of that duty was the proximate
prima-facie tort an is thus a state- cause of the birth of the infants.
law claim cognizable in a FTCA Becker v, Schwartz 47 LwW
lawsuit. • 2426.
Socialist Workers Party v, At-
torney General of the U.S.
USLW47 LW 2427
Quota Relief-Past Racial Bias
The California Court of
Appeal, First Appeal, First Ap-,
pellate District, holds, that the
"quota" provisions of a trial
court's judgment requiring a city
fire department to ameliorate the
effects of past racial discrimina-
tion by hiring and promoting
specific percentages of racial
minority members discriminates
against Caucasians on the sale of
race in violation of the Four-
teenth Amendment and the 1964
Civil Rights Act.
Hull v. Cason, 47 LW 2416
Wrongful Life- abnormal child
The New York Court of Ap-
peals holds that a physician who
negligently fails to inform pro-
spective parents of an increased
risk of having an abnormal child
will be liable for the pecuniary
loss incurred by the parents be-
cause of the birth of an abnormal
infant.
The cases involved a 37 year old
woman who was allegedly never
advised by her doctor of the in-
creased risk of Down's Syndrome
in children born to women over
35 years of age and a woman
who, after giving birth to a baby
afflicated with polycystic kidney
disease, was allegedly informed
Search-unjustified
A search conducted by police
officers, who approached .. ---------- .....
defendant held guns within inches PH I DELTA PHI
of defendant's head, and threat-
ened to "blow" defendant's head GENERAL MEETING
off ifhe did not spit balloons con- THURS. JAN. 25, 1979
taining heroin out of his mouth,
was not justified by the need to 8:00 PM
prevent defendant from obtaining
a weapon or by the need to
prevent destruction of evidence.
People v. Allen
Ca. App. 150Cal. Rptr, 568
Diminished Intellectual Develop-
ment-Damages
A student who had normal
intelligance but was placed ina
class fot"children with retarded
mental development for a period
of eleven years, was entitled to
recover $500,000 damages from
the Board of Education for his
diminished intellectual develop-
ment resulting from the
negligence of the Board's em-
Color of Law ployees in failing to follow the
A complainy filed by a state IlI!s!Ch!O!O!I!!P~S~Y!C!h!O!IO~g~iS!t!'s!!!re!c!o!m!~! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;1prisoner, who alleged that the de-
fendant, a police officer, know-
ingly and willfully gave perjured
testimony in a deposition taken
under oath relating to state
Freedom of Information-
Patented Trade Secrets
The fact that a patent has been
obtained on a drug does not pre-
clude the drug manufacturer from
asserting the trade secrets and
confidential commerical informa-
tion exemption to the Freedom of
Information Act. The drug manu-
facturer in question asserted that
exemption to preclude the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and
Welfare from disclosing the raw
animal test data which it had sub-
mitted in support of the new drug
application. Although the drug
manufacturer was protected by a
patent, it might suffer irrepar-
able harm from disclosure of the
test data both because it would be
easier for competitors to market
competing products when the
patent expired and because the
competitors could use the data to
enter foreign markets where the
drug manufacturer had no
adequate patent protection.
Johnson v. Department of
Health, Ed. and Welfare
D.C.D.C. No. 77-2013 Dec. 20,
1978 Fed. Cause News, Jan. 5.
1
criminal charges then pending
against the prisoner, failed to
allege that the defendant acted
under color of state law for pur-
poses of section 1983. The police
officer was immune from suit
with respect to his testimony.
Myers v. Bull E.D. No. No. 78-
1I55C(2) Nov. 8, 1978 Fed. Case
News, Jan, 5.
Automobiles-Manufacturer's
Warranty
Twelve-month/12,000 mile
limit on Ford Motor Company's
express warranty was-not mani-
festly unreasonable or uncon-
scionable when a applied to a
latent defect. Taterka v. Ford
Motor Company. Wis
271 N.W. 2d. 653
mendation that the student's
intelligence be reevaluated within
two years after he was placed in
the class.
Hoffman v. Board of Educa-
tion of City of New York.
NYApp.41ON.Y.S.2d99
birth was not an unqualified
opinion that the child had
acquired an independent existence
separate from its mother,the de-
fendant. Such evidence was ,insuf
ficient of show beyond, a reason-
able doubt that the child's death
was caused by the act of the
defendent in placing the child in a
garbage bag and abandoning it,
Lanev. Commonwealth (V.) 248
S.E. 2d 781. '
Homicide-Murder of Newboard
child
Medical evidence showing that
a child breathed a few times after
WANTED
Used MacGuire Casebook
on Evidence
dial KED-LOGY
ask for David or Radio Man
ACADEMIC RESEARCH
All Subjects
Fast. professional, and proven quality.
Send $1.00 for the current edition of our
220 ,- page mail order catalog.
(213) 477·8474 ,
P.O. Box 25916-Z. Los Angeles. CA 90025
Legal Typing - Transcription -
Cover Letters - Resumes.Har-
vard/Bluebook, Styles. Mag Card/
Correcting Selectric. Inexpensive
rates' Large and Small Projects,
Call Cindi Potter- 931-7074,. .
ABA/LSD Sponsored
VITA Program
(Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)
14 hr. free training by IRS
To provide tax service to poor, elderly, non-
English speaking at location in community.
Training probably will be.endof week of jan.
22.
Phone:
Ray Albo 676-7561
Shelley Grant 296-3117
EVElty' AVAILABLE A_I0 , ._
, F.OR'THE LAW STUDENl
'GILBERT,~~COIFS ,--.
SUM & SUBSTANCE
LEGALINES \,'.
SMITH REVIEWS-NUTSHELLS
CASE NOTES-AMERICAN LEGAL
/ CASE:DICGESTS
EMANUALS-.HORNBOOKS
STATIONARY SUPPLIES AND MORE
DISCOUNT PRICES'AND
.COMPL-ETE SELECTION
AT .'.. '
- / WASHINGTON
ct LAW BOO.K CO.
,19i7~EJe51. ~.W. Tel. 785-0424
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Introduction
, Assuming that most
people will eventually get bored with the
"To Fly" movie over at the Space
museum, we thought we might try to
interest some of you in some of the other
happenings on the hill. Since we are law
students, ostensibly with a deep interest in
the law, its creation and interpretation,
(we're not trying to kid anyone as to why
we're really here .... $$$$), we thought
we would try to make Capitol Hill and
more particularily Congress a little more
accessible for everyone. There is a new
Congress in town for the 96th legislative
session, complete with a convicted rep, an
indicted one and even a women Senator.
Our hope is to try summarize and ex-
plain some of the more significant and
pressing legislative issues for the next
session. Our survey of the issues is ob-
viously not comprehensive and certainly
not exhaustive. We hope it isn't
capricious. Many of the articles cover
material which should be of general inter-
est to any law student: Senator Mathias
and the judiciary committee, diversity
jurisdiction and the federal judgeships.
The others are of a more general interest
to the nation and are issues which
demand familiarity for an enlightened
cocktail party conversation. "So intel-
ligent, so elegant." The are certainly
enough dull lawyers around.
But before we get carried away, if you
should get up to the Hill, there's a terrific
exhibit of Walt Disney flicks at the
Library of Congress which chronicle his
developments in animation. Dumbo,
Bambi, Snow White, Fantasia, Pin-
nochio, and others all have there own
screen and you can watch to your heart's
content. It's free. There's also a good law
library in the back of the building.
If you are interested in seeing either the
House or Senate Floor debates, you must
haven ticket. They are also free and may
be picked up at the office of any
Congressman or Senator. There is no set
schedule for the debates so call 224-3121,
Congressional Information, before you
head up. Generally the Star and the Post
list the Congressional agendas for the day
somewhere in the first section. Com-
mittee sessions may be found in the office
buildings which surround the Capitol and
if they are open, you can go and watch
the nitty gritty.
The Supreme Court will not be in
session again until Feb. 20th. When the
court does meet, cases are heard from 10
A.M. to noon, and 1 to 3P.M. No tickets
are needed, but with controversial cases,
it would be a good idea to get there early
to get a seat. Again the Star and the Post
fist the arguments.
What's Up on the Hill? Photo by Dana Dembrow
Criminal Code Revision House· Judiciary
by Marilyn Peters a labor union member, a believer
in the democratic ideal, or just
someone who often has the bad
luck to be in the wrong place at
the wrong time, you might have
some objections to the Kenne-:
dy/Thurmond proposed revi-
sions.
Some highlights of S 1437/ HR
6869 include:
Abortion "Advertising" Prohi~
bited Title 39, section 6035- The
bill would reenact the Comstock
Act which makes it a felony to
mail. any materials. which directly
or indirectly give any information
aboutprocuring abortions.
Complete Immunity of Spouses
from Sexual Assault Prosecution
Section 1642-Sexual assault
includes compelling another
person to engage in sexual acts by
threatening her or placing her in
fear. Spouse is defined in both
bills to encompass non-married
couples living together, and
married couples no longer living
together.
When at first you don't succeed
try, try again. This phrase is apt
to describe many ill-fated pieces
of legislation which seem to enjoy
their own cycles of birth, death
and rebirth, and is appropriate to
characterize the attempted revi-
sion of the federal criminal code
sponsored by the influential/infa-
mous senators Edward Kennedy
and Strom Thurmond.
There are those who 'weren't
sorry to see the House Subcom-
mittee on Criminal Justice reject
S 1437/ HR 6869 on the basis that
its omnibus structure of re-
form/revision/codiflcation" was
impractical and "fraught with
pitfalls." The Subcommittee has
drafted its own proposal, HR
13959, a relatively noncontrover-
sial rearrangement of present fe-
deral criminal law and has
committed itself to a step by step
process of reform. The House Ju-
diciary Committee supported the
Subcommittee's position on Oct-
ober 4, 1978 in the wake of sub-
stantial citizen opposition to S
1437 which had already passed
the Senate in early 1978. .
His ire raised, Senator Kennedy
has promised to reintroduce S
1437 in the new Congress. He and
Thurmond will have at least a
fighoing chance since Kennedy
will be the Chairperson of the po-
werful Senate Judiciary Commit-
tee, the House Judiciary Commit-
tee will have many new members
and the Criminal Justice Sub-
committee will have a new as yet
unknown, chairperson.
,,- If you are a woman, a civil.
(. rights w",k~:~, ~~I~t~,~!:~~~j~t,
Making Q False Statement Section
1343-Any statement made to a
government .agent (FBI agent,
IRS investigator, Custom official,
or other Federal employee
engaged in law enforcement or in-
vestigation) deemed by him to be
false or later found to be false
would subject the citizen to the
riskof federal prosecution.
Extortion Section 1722-Defined
as obtaining the property of
another by threatening or placing
another person in fear that any
person will be subjected to bodily
injury ... or that any property
·f'~ l'i;) J' J j J"':'f I.-I~'l_, .. ·,~\:)••:..
"
will be damaged, this section has
the potential to impact severely
on Iabor, The Senate did add a
proviso that in a labor dispute in
which the threat or fear is based
upon conduct of a union, the pen-
dency of a labor dispute does not
constitute prima facie evidence
that property was obtained by
such conduct. However, the pen-
dency of a labor dispute could
still be used as part of the ultimate
proof of extortion in a prosecu-
tion against a labor union.
Obstructing a Government
Function by Physical Interfer-
ence, Section 1302-Any.physical
interference or obstacle which
impairs any federal government
function, under any circum-
stances, is a basis for imprison-
ment. This section has particular
ramifications for striking govern-
ment employees.
Foiling to Obey Q Public Safety
Order Section 1861 Members of
the press and public could be
ordered to disperse by a federal
"public safety officer" whenever
the officer believes there is a risk
of serious injury or damage to
property on any federal property.
Admissibility of Confessions
Section 3713 Permits a confession
to be admitted as allegedly volun-
tary even when the defendant did
not receive the protective Miran-
da warnings prior to police inter-
rogation.
Extension of Federal Criminal
Jurisdiction By the creation of
new crimes such as Failing to
Obey a Public Safety Order and
expansion of the jurisdictional
basis of a large number of of-
fenses traditionally left to state
,~'?urtst.... ,..', ,.• , .:«:.. "",:';"•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Committee Plans for
,New Congress
Rep. Peter W; Rodino said that that only direct purchasers of il-
he will introduce several bills and legally priced goods could sue
push for their passage in the manufacturers for damages, even
House Judiciary Committee when if those purchasers passed on the
the 96th Congress convenes. illegal overcharge to others.
Rodino, who expects to be re- "Reauthorization of the Law
named Chairnam of the Commit- Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
tee, said, "There are a number of tration and the establishment of a
issues which the Congress must comprehensive policy to deal with
consider in order to enhance the refugees are two other high pri-
criminal justice system, the ad- orities for the Judiciary Commit-
ministration of justice and the tee," Rodino said.
civil rights of our citizens. The "Perhaps the most urgent
Judiciary Committee will move matter the committee will con-
~uickl~, to deliberate on these: front this year is the question of a
Issues. . . ' . long-range policy to deal with the
Th<;com~rttee wtll begin work crush of refugees wanting to enter
after Its Chairman and other sub- America from all over the globe"
committee chairmen have been he said. '
officially named and new Rodino said he also expects the
members are appointed. committee to consider a bill to
R~ino said that his bill to expand the power of magistrates;
provide compensation for victims legislation to protect the consti-
of cri~e ',:will b~ a top priorit>:." tutional rights of institutionalized
He ~ald, The bill offers and In" persons; and a bill to streamline
cen.tlve.for ~ta!es to establish and the federal court system by
maintain victims compensation removing diversity jurisdiction in
programs to recognize that crime civil cases.
vlctlm.s ~re ~n important part of He also noted that the commit-
our cfl?Imal justice system." tee's subcommittee on Civil and
Rodl?o a~d Sen. Edw~rd ~en- Constitutional Rights will be
nedy WIll rem~roduce .thelr bill to spending a great deal of effort
restore. effective anutrust laws. drafting a charter for the FBI to
The bill seeks to overturn the set official standards of conduct
Supreme Court's Illinois Brick for the a enc
Co. v, Illinois decision which held g y.
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Alternatives ..inEnergy·'Legislation
by Harry Chernoff
Natural Gas Pricing
Although last year's natural gas
policy act is considered the center-
piece of Carter's energy program,
it will probably be better remem-
bered for its impact on the legal
profession than for its impact on
energy. .Not since Gideon v .
Wainwright has one action so
increased the job prospects of
lawyers. Variously interpreted as
establishing between 6 and 33 dif-
ferent pricing categories for na-
tural gas, the NGP A is so convol-
uted that absolutely nothing defi-
nitive can be said about it. The
producing states, .whose responsi-
bility it is for' determining which
wells go into what categories,
have been appropriately receptive
to the idea. Texas has stated that
-it cannot do it. Oklahoma has
stated that it will not do it. Most
of the people charged with imple-
menting the legislation believe it
to be so chaotic as to be unwork-
able, Many believe that new legis-
lation will be hastily introduced
once Congress realizes that no
one understands the current law.
In the meantime, suggestions on
implementing the NGP A should
be addressed to Charles Curtis',
Chairman, Federal Energy Regu-
latoryCommission, 825 North
Capitol St. NE, Washington,
D.C. 20426.
Oil Price Decontrol
Oil price decontrol is 1979's
energy Catch-22. Letting controls
lapse, which many analysts'
believe Carter would like to do,
would spur domestic production,
and ultimately strengthen the
dollar, but at the cost of tempor-
arily higher Inflation.: On the
other hand, maintaining controls
will distort' the energy markets,
and weaken the dollar, but with
the benefit-of temporarily lower
inflation.
Legislatively, the issue is
framed .along sectional lines. The
importing regions vehemently
oppose decontrol, while the ex-
porting regions vehemently
oppose controls. Unless specifi-
cally extended, though, parts of
the current controls will expire
this year. Accordingly, look for
pressure to be brought to bear
against both the President and the
Congress. Legislators to watch
include those from the states of
Texas, Louisiana, Ohio and New
York. The fireworks should begin
sometime this spring.
solar funding, many solar propo-
nents still believe that the govern-
ment really views solar power as
better suited to growing lettuce.
Gasohol
Only the oil companies refuse
to acknowledge the importance of
gasahol (a mixture of gasoline
and alcohol). The reason is
simple. At every stage of its exis-
tence, petroleum is a proprietary
product; gasahol is not. The tech-
nology for distilling alcohol is
simple. The raw materials used to
make alcohol are agricultural
wastes. It's easy; it's cheap; and
anyone can do it. No wonder the
oil companies don't like it.
Legislatively, gasahol has just
begun to be recognized. }n the
energy tax portion of the Nation-
al Energy Act, gasahol was
granted an exemption from the 4
gallon federal excise tax on gaso-
line. Everyone connected with
energy development' (except the
oil majors) believes that gasahol
has a phenomenal future. The
environmentalists like it because
it burns more cleanly than gaso-
line. The auto industry will be
forced to like it because it is su-
perior' to gasoline in almost every
performance and fuel economy
category. The farm and timber in-
dustries love it because it provides',
'-a major market-for what would;
otherwise be waste. Most people
.believe that the government will
be forced to line up against the oil
companies on this one. Already
legislation is on the drawing
boards to require oil companies to
include a growing percentage of
alcohol in their product. The mi-
nimal Iegislationswing to gasahol
should become a torrent within
the next 3 to 5 years.
Coal
In no Other energy field is legis-
lation so contradictory as in coal.
Laws requiring utilities to burn
low sulfur coal stand next to laws'
requiring utilities to install expen-
sive sulfur control equipment.
whether or not they burn low.
sulfur coal. Laws encouraging>
surface mining stand next to laws'
discouraging surface mining. The
list is almost endless. Perhaps
even worse than the contradic-.
tions is the uncertainty. After se-
veral years of increasingly
stringent reclamation' regulations
in response. to environmental
concerns, legislators now show an
increasing willingness to relax re-.
clamation regulations in response'
to inflationary concerns. The'
Exotic Technologies same uncertainty holds true for
Funding for the two major clean air regulations.
exotic technologies, fusion and Legislatively.coal has been re-
solar is generally considered in- ceiving substantial notice; Coal"
adequate. Many scientists believe conversion, coal gasification, and
. that a massive fusion program coal liquefaction are all signifi-
could reap handsome benefits in cant are all significant steps in le- .
25 years or less. Legislation .to gislative attempts to increase the
effect such a massive program IS, use of coal. Most observers
however, nonexistent. S?lar, o!'- applaud Congress' effort in this
the other hand, is receiving a bit regards. Many, however, are
more notice. The unexpected wary that should OPEC's stran-
success of solar on a space heating glehold on world oil pricing be
scale has prompted many legisla- broken, America will once more
~E~t.:t~~:~:~~:~~:1:,,~~a,21~~~-:~:~~!'::,~.:........ ' .. _ ..
Nuclear power anyone gets around to doing
For over 20 years, the number anything, the entire issue may be
one complaint of the nuclear in-. moot.
dustry has been the multi tide of
conflicting and uncoordinated go-
vernment procedures and regula-
tions. 1979 will be no exception.
Legislation to fund the breeder re-
actor is more of a bargaining chip
than an energy consideration.
Legislation to facilitate licensing
of nuclear plants was effectively
short circuited last year. At this
point, however, the one thing the
nuclear industry needs, is the only
thing the legislatures cannot
produce: new orders. The manu-
facturers of nuclear plants have
said that without ten or twenty
new orders in the next few years,
they will go out of the nuclear bu-
siness. No one believes that the
manufacturers are bluffing. The
utilities, confronted with soft
demand and soaring construction
costs, are in no rush to undertake
construction they may not need
and certainly cannot afford.· Le-
gislatively, then, by the time
Department of Energy opposed
the importation of Mexican gas
on the grounds that it was too ex-
.pensive, and thus inflationary.
Today the Department of Energy
.opposes the importation of Mexi-
can gas on tile grounds that it is
too cheap, l!P~ thus.8, threat to
more expensive domestic produc-
tion. Meanwhile, the absence of a
rational energy policy has done as
much as any other non-monetary
cause to cripple the dollar
overseas.
Energy .dey~opment is !low
rarely profitable unless federally
supported. Why? Because' the
same group that is now paying for
development, long ago removed
all the incentives for private de-
velopment. What is needed is a
rude awakening for those who
believe in nothing more tlian poli-
:tical, reality. Political reality not-
withstanding, economic reality
says that the artificial' energy
-.'market which has been legislated
into existence, cannot and will not
work.
Energy Legislation: A Final Note
Perhaps the single most consis-
tent feature of energy legislation
in this country is the emphasis on'
regulation rather than competi-
tion. Oil and gas are regulated at
prices below market clearing
levels. Coal is the regulated re-
placement. Legislative allocation
.(e.g. gasoline rationing), rather
than market allocation, is em-
braced. Instead of paying world
prices for domestic oil we choose
to dissuade its production, misal-
locate what we produce, and
pump the rest into abandoned salt
mines for later use. For natural
gas, we choose to set prices ac-
cording to a host of contrived
variables, discourage exploration
and' hopeagainst hope that the
northeasthas a mild winter. Our
policy for imports is equally im-
plausible. Six months ago, .the
National Health Insurance
postulated 'a Io-potnt plan vyhichpresented to Congress - perhaps
provides for a gradual implement- sometime this fall for final action.
ation of insurance legislation with Senator Kennedy is the leading
One ofthl; .. most. potentially -ithe ultimate goal being coverage congressional·advocate for a
heated and interesting legislative' :for everyone. That 'each stage in . comprehensive insurance plan.
issues' facing the 96th Congress . the implementation' .••process Although unified Tn underlying
concerns . national health in- .would be contingent upon existing philosophy as 'to the need for u-
surance. Various proposals were economic conditions evidences niform and quality health care,
introduced in the 95th Congress Carter's concern with inflationary Kennedy and Carter diverge
but substantive and procedural' consequences. As a further anti- sharply as to .the appropriate
controversies over' use, quality inflation component, the' plan legislative posture. Kennedy,
and price of services remained un- calls for cost-sharing with the calling Carter's proposal piece-
resolved, and the bills died with public in the form of deductibles meal and unacceptable, thinks
congressional adjournment. It is or co-payments. These cost that there should be a definitive
certain that similar bills on na- containment measures are also time schedule outlined which
tiona I health care delivery will 'backed by a multiple-financing includes tight control on costs.
surface in the coming session; it is scheme which envisions contri- The Kennedy program encorpo-
equally certain that there will be bution from government funding .rates a .plan. whereby. private ..
much difference of opinion in the and employer/employee plans. health insurers (e.g. Blue Cross)
formulation of such legislation. The incremental, cost-gradual ap- must, within two years of
One commentator has character- proach has been criticized as enacting the legislation, provide
ized the current health care situa- being "too little too slow"and as equal benefits regardless of age or
tion as being of crisis pro- limiting the legislation's use- previous illness and must parti-
portions,dtinginflation of costs, fulness to those -peoplevmost i.clpate in negotiations for hospital
maldistributionof facilites and financially needful: and medical fees. An "earning
personnel, profiteering from based premium" system would be
public and private funds, and un- A possible .irst step in ad- instituted so that lowpaying em.
necessary. deficient and often . vancing the Carter program might ployers would pay the cost of in-
harmful care. Traditionally medi- be coverage for all against catas- . surance for the poor and unem-
cal care has been treated as 'a p trophic expenses. This action.ployed and would share, in the
ivate transaction between doctor would initially help to alleviate cost for low earners. Annual
and patient but with the increase extreme crisis' situations. .Other limits 'would be placed on the
of technology and specialization, elements of the to point plan call rates of premium increases. At a
costs of care have soared beyond for freedom of choice in selecting later stage in the process, the state
the reach of most individuals. doctors, hospitals and prepaid health authorities would take over
Some sort of social financing is health plans; quality care and eli- the role of advance negotiatior
. d d h f mination of substandard care; en- with all hospitals. and classes ofrequire an t e concept 0 a na-
tional health insurance plan in couraging health care reforms by doctors for specific fees, rates and
some form is generally considered providing necessary resources; budgets.
to be highly desirable. At the consumer representation; and the Other legislative proposals may
same time there is a growing inclusion of the private insurance .be introduced as well. 'senators
trend, emotionally if not actually, industry 'in governmental regu- tong and Ribocoff may decide to
to decrease federally spending, lation. revitalize their Catastrophic III-
taxes and government inter- The Carter program has not yet ness Bill which focuses on serious
vention. To establish an accept- been finalized but an interim emergency situations and has
able balance between these two formulation is expected to be an- been praised because it is less ex-
contradictory polarities will nounced in the very near future. It pensive than a general health bill
require intricate maneuvering at is expected that the program will and is simpler to legislate. In the
best. be subjected to intense public Senate the committees which have
Two major proposals have scrutiny and that the hearings and jurisdiction over health issues are
been advanced and form the crux debates will be protracted and Finance (Long & Ribicoff) and
of the debate over national health cumbersome. After public debate Human Resources (Kennedy); the
insurance. The Carter adminis- the Carter administration will re- committees in the House are
tration, under the auspices of evaluate and possibly redesign the Interstate and Foreign Commerce
HEW Secretary Califano; has legislation so that it can then be and Ways &Means .
by Barbara Beck
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FOCU~ON Senator Charles•••
'Now in his second term in the United
States Senate, Senator Charles McC.
Mathias, Jr. has represented Maryland
forthe past 18years, serving in the House
of Representatives for eight years before
being elected to the Senate in 1968.He is
currently a member of the Senate Appro-
priations, Judiciary, Governmental Af-
fairs, Intelligence, and Ethics Com-
mittees. An early critic of Watergate and
Viet Nam, Senator Mathias' views are not
always! appreciated by his Republican col-
leagues, but he is highly respected by his
adversaries as well as his supporters as a
conscientious statesman whose reasoned
solutions to a variety of policy decisions
have resulted in substantive progress and
redirection of political considerations on
several fronts. His primary concerns have
been arms control, election campaign dis-
closure, and tightening of Congressional
oversight of presidential' and adminis-
trative power. On January 19, 1979,
Senator Mathias met with the Advocate
to discuss the prospects of some of the-
legislation expected to be presented to the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
by Dana Dembrow
Q: You have been widely acclaimed by
some of your colleagues on theHill for
your defense of individual privacy. As an
outspoken critic ,of the Supreme Court's
decision in the case of Stanford Daily v.-
'Jur~heT', do you intend to introduce
legislation to reverse the Court's holding
in that case which opened the newsroom
to surprise police searches?
A: Yes, we have legislation prepared. It
will be introduced very shortly. It seems
to me that the Court's ruling can't be al-
lowed to stand. It goes much further cer-
tainly than the traditional American view
of privacy. I think you have to go further:
than just dealing with the narrow issue of
newspaper privilege because that decision
raises questions about third party
.searches. I would like to see us, very
seizures, wiretaps, of any sort in order to
try to make police practice conform to the
strict guarantees of the Constitution.
Q: Did that Act also address the problem
in the Supreme Court's decision in U.S.
v, Miller that bank records are not pro-
tected by the Fourth Amendment?
A: Well, we had some separate legis-
lation on that. Former Senator John
Tunney and I were very much interested
in that. We're going to pursue that ques-
tion also. I think that most Americans
when they find out about it are totally
shocked to know that their 'hank records
are not theirs in the sense that without
their knowledge and without their
consent their most intimate financial
records can be exposed to public view,
Q: Was that issue addressed in the Bank-
ing Regulatory Reform Bill or was it part '
,of the Judiciary Committee legislation?
A: We had our own separate legislation
but there has been some influence from
other bills.
Q: Do you favor imposing increased
restraints on the, investigatory authority
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in
the new charter to be drafted this session?
A: I feel the basic restraints are in the
Constitution. I think we ought to live by
the Constitution. I think here you have,
of course, one of those difficult balancing
acts for which the governments exists->
the balance beween different respon-
sibilities and different equities. The
Constitution sets forth very clearly, I
think, the limitations on unreasonable
searches and seizures. At the same time
we all recognize that the enforcement, of
the laws and the prevention
of crime, and the safety of citizens
demand a certain vigor and force on the
part of the police power of the' state .and
you won't want to inhibit that unduly.
So, you have to make judgment calls. I
think that's what we have to do- if you
look forward to some new charter for the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, similarly
for the Central Intelligence Agency and
any other government agency which exer-
support from this administration for it-
certainly a lack of the enthusiasm that
Lyndon Johnson showed when he got the
program organized. Obviously any insti-
tution of that sort which handles such
enormous sums of money, which deals
with all the 50 states, which touches a lot
of individual institutions needs to be re-
viewed and improved and, updated from
time to time. I'm all in favor of that. But
when you consider the vast sums- of
money that are involved here: I remember
whe_nJohnson started the program out on 56
million dollars the first year. Now, of
course we've gone through the billion
dollar ceiling. There were tremendous
hopes for the program. If this adminis-
tration really doesn't feel that it can ad-
minister the program in a way that's
going to ;be useful they ought to say so
and let Us debate that. But I· think-we
through each day. So, it's a form of intel-
lectual discipline to say that "well, we're
going to have a structured method of
looking at the broad problems, and a
structured method of looking at where we
go." On the other hand, I think that in·
the past there has been a lot of creative
thinking in the Justice Department over
the years, and great AttorneyGenerals,
and generally distinguished lawyers who
form the top echelon of Justice Depart-
ment thinkirig. I think with good leader-
ship you could do the same thing without
an additional bureaucratic layer.
Q: You were a vocal opponent to the
, President's nomination of Griffin Bell for
Attorney General. Are you satisfied with
the performance of the Attorney General
to date?
A: Let me say that I have had very
pleasant relationships with the Attorney
.General, notwithstanding the fact that I
«The total emphasis of our legal system on the offender and
the near oblivion to which we have consigned the victim is a
sortofparadox."
"Some intellectual disciplines are useful where you actually
sit down and think about the broader aspects of problems
rather than simply tie yourself to a desk every day and
shuffle papers and exhaust all of your energies and creativity
just getting through each day. "
frankly, deal with that whole issue since
it's now been, raised. I don't know how
far it will go but I think that I can promise
you that that will be one of the more
interesting events of the Judiciary Com-
mittee this year.
Q: Your Bill of Rights Procedures Act
introduced before the 94th and 95th
Congresses also addressed the problem of
unreasonable searches, didn't it? ,
A: Well, what that really attempted to do
was eliminate all warrantless searches,
, •• , ., • , r. I
'cises police powers of that sort.
Q: What about the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration? Do you favor
restructuring that agency?
A: Well, I favor restructuring it as
against abolishing it or perhaps, as seems
to be the case, hoping it will wither on the
vine. It is not too far from accurate to say
that that seems to be the current policy.
They've got a really unfortunate history.
It's been two years in a state of limbo.
,There seems to be a, certain lack of
ought not to just wobble along, and we
have been wobbling.
Q: Do you think that perhaps the focus,
of the LEAA should be narrowed to
provide additional federal grants for a
specific area of concern such as juvenile
delinquency? '
A: Well, I have always felt that a greater
emphasis should be placed on' juvenile
delinquency. The correlation between the
percentage of funding that went to
juvenile problems as against the total:
funding, and the percentage ofjuvenife
crime as against the total crime statistics
in this country are all out of whack. I
'think there ought to bea fair correlation.
I don't know that I would want to have
inflexible categories because crime is a
social problem and its parameters change.
I think if you made it too inflexible it
might go for a period of time in which
that program was lagging behind the
actual profile crime which is developing'
year by year. '
Q: Do you favor President Carter's
proposal to establish the National Insti-
tute of Justice as a federal legal research
institute within the Department of
Justice?
A: Whether the Institute should be a part
of the Justice Department is a matter- of
debate. I have no real objection to' the
Institute. I think, of course, ,that some
intellectual disciplines are useful where
you actually sit down and think about the
broader aspects of problems rather than
simply tie yourself to a desk everyday and
shuffle papers and exhaust all of your
energies and. creativity just getting
raised a number of serious questions'
about his nomination. He has worked in a
very positively cooperative way with me
which I appreciate and I think this is testi-
mony to his broadmindedness and to his
judicial temperment, and because he
recognized, which I think is certainly the
case, that the questions which I raised
were nothing personal. I think that he has
not, in his discharge of duties as Attorney
'General, fallen into some of the errors
that we thought he might' have. He's
avoided those. We are happy about that
aspect Of his administration. I hope that
the tone of the debate at the time of his
nomination was such that it was helpful
to him and that it provided some
guidance to him. If that's the case, then it
served a useful purpose.
Q: One of the big issues to come before
the Judiciary Committee again this year is
Senator Kennedy's massive Criminal
Code revision. Do you favor a major,
comprehensive reform of the federal
criminal code?
A: I voted for it in the last Congress. I
did it with some misgivings. It is an enor-
mous mouthful to digest at one time. I
would be happy, frankly, if we would say
that this is not the work of a year, or of a
Congress, but the work of a decade. We
would divide it up so that we would
systematically work on different sections
over a ten year period. If you had nothing
else to do and didn't have to worry about
any other legislation and could give your
full time to that, maybe you could do it in
two years. But every member of the Judi-
ciary Committee and every member. of. the _ , ....
Mathias, Jr.
Senate has got so many other things to do
that to digest that much in that short a
time with its potential consequences to its
citizens, is asking a very great deal. I'm .
not saying we can't do it. After all, it's
going to be nearly a decade's work if you
go back to the earliest days of Sol. But 1
would still p e ha p ~ier, I think, if we
would lay it out in different, rational sec-
tions. I know the argument could be
made that there are interlocking parts and
they all need to be considered together.
Still, I believe that we could have smaller
digestible. sections, and fully master and
fully understand the implications of what
we're doing. That is not to say that I
approve of everything that's in the bill that
~lti';'lately become a part of our criminal
JUsticesystem.
Q: WhaiTsyour position on the "Son of
Sa?!" amendment to the Victims of
Crime Act, under which the money
ear?ed bycriminals who are enriched by
selling their story to the public would be
placed in escrow for the benefit of the
victims?
A: !~ders~d, !..h~Ju.s.ti.ceand the equity
whl~h ISattempted to be' worked by that.
I th~nk that there are some very great
cautions about that. One, I don't per-
sonally feel that vengeance and justice are
good companions. It is a very narrow line
between that proposal and what could
properly be defined as vengeance. That
I voted for because I resisted very strong-
ly some of the aspects of it. I would hope
that if we do go back and we do rewrite it
wecan cure some of the problems,
Q: Would you care to itemize some of
the major amendments that you have sug-
gested?
.A: Well, some of them deal with freedom
of the press and freedom of expression. I
think there were some significant errors
of judgment made in the projected law.
Q: Do you favor the proposal to permit
counsel into the grand jury room to
advise a client? '
A: I want to give some very careful
thought to grand jury procedure. I think
the question of counsel in a grand jury
room is a serious one. Perhaps not only
counsel for a witness but, either as an
alternative or as a supplement, counsel
for the grand jury itself, independent of
the prosecutor. I haven't really had time
to focus on this to make any final judg-
ments, but we've unhappily had too much
experience with grand juries in the last
few years. As a result of this exposure of
grand juries to the stress and 'strain of
modern life we're more conscious of what'
their weaknesses are as well as their value,
so I think it's a fertile subject for our
committee to be looking at.
Q: The Victims of Crime Act that failed
in conference after passage by both
houses is another issue which has received
a lot of press coverage in the past months.
Do you think that the Congress will allo-
cate funding to state programs to com-
pensate victims of crimes?
A: Well, I hope so. Of course we'll miss
Senator McClellan. He was a great
spokesman for this issue. Some of us will
have to take up his mantle and try to
carry it forward. Clearly the total em-
phasis of our legal system on the offender
and the near oblivion to which we have
consigned the victim fs a sort of pa~adox.
It raises questions about the meamng of
justice. So I think that bill will have a
continuing appeal. Whether it's. thi~ ye~r
or some year in the future, Ithmk It will
proposal alone might not' be but it's
moving in that direction. The other thing
is, and we have had this up in the Judi-
ciary Committee last year in connection
with sequestered or seized drugs and illicit
narcotics and alcoholic beverages and .
that kind of thing, where the question was
whether they could be sold. And very
interestingly the questions come up trying
to trace back. The drugs themselves, the
narcoticsthemselves, wouldn't be much
problem but what about the proceeds of
the narcotics sale? How do you identify
it, how do you trace it, how do you know
that that's really what you're getting?
There are alot of due process questions.
Q: The theme of access to justice is a
popular issue of great concern to law
students and young lawyers. How do you
feel about fee-shifting proposals to grant
attorneys fees to public interest lawyers in
federal administrative and judicial review
proceedings?
A: I think we have to provide counsel
and counsel should be compensated. In
theselpublic interst .cases I don't see
much alternative.
In the 94th and the 95th Congress Senator
Kennedy and myself sponsored legislation
to grant attorneys' fees and expert witness
costs in public interest litigation and I
may introduce similar legislation in the
,96th Congress. .
Q: What is your position on mandatory
federal no-fault auto insurance?
A: My position has been for it and
against it! That's true because the situa-
tion has shifted. When I first came to
grips with the issue, state courts were
lagging very .far behind in tort cases.
People who were attempting to collect on
insurance claims were waiting inter-
minable periods of time and it was, I
thought, a very difficult situation. It just
shows you that a bill which is introduced
but not passed can do a lot of good.
Maybe you can get the good out of it
without the bad. Let me say that I have
no doubt the Congress could Consti~,·
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tutionally pass a no-fault bill. That issue
has been debated back and forth and I've
resolved that in my mind. I think
Congress can do it. But I've come to the
conclusion that we don't need to do it
because the threat of it has had a very
salutory effect in the insurance industry
and in the state courts. So, as of the
moment, I would not pass it. Now if the
conditions in that industry and in the
courts deteriorate, we can always .think
about it again.
Q: What is your position with respect to
Senator Kennedy's effort to eliminate
diversity jurisdiction?
A: I think we should have talked about
that beforewe made 150 new judgeships.
I mean, I the sole purpose behind the 150
new district court Judges is to provide
more accessible justice to the American
people. If we're going to put 150 new
judges on the bench and then contract the
jurisdiction of the federal courts, I think
we're working at cross purposes. We
could have saved a lot of money had we
. done that first.
Q: As a leading advocate of the merit
selection of federal judges, the so-called
"14 Mathias questions" have been imple-
mented as the basic initial inquiry in the
on going process to fill the 152 new
federal judgeships created by the Omni-
bus Judgeship Bill. However, you lead
the opposition to the Judicial Tenure Bill
passed by the Senate last session which
was to establish procedures for removal
of federal judges without impeachment.
Can you explain this seeming incon-
sistency?
A: Yes. I didn't like the mechanisms that
are involved in the Judicial Bill. I think
that judges, as much as we would like
them to be otherwise, are very human
people and to make judges each other's
keepers creates some problems. The
Constitution prescribes some very clear
method of removing unfit judges. The
fact that the Congress has not exercised
that machinery very much in recent years
doesn't mean that it isn't a valid method
think that's really not acceptable in the
context of our time and in the context of
the growth of democratic concepts since
the founding of this republic: I think it
will happen but my crystal ball isn't clear
enough to tell you when.
Q: Did the Financial Disclosure Act,
passed by the 95th Congress, adequately
address the problem of disclosing the
vested interests of. the nominess to the
federal judiciary or is additional legis-
lation required?
A: I don't think any legislation is
required. I think the 14questions that you
referred to and the other investigatory
steps that the Judiciary Committee is now
considering, which are within our
.Constitutional prerogatives to implement,
will do all that's really necessary.
Q: We've dealt exclusively in this inter-
. view with the activities of the Senate Judi-
ciary Committee. In conclusion, could
you tell us what other committees you
think will produce the most important
legislative accomplishments of the 96th
Congress?
A: That's a little like asking a farmer to
look at a hen's nest full of eggs and say
,which one bf those eggs is going to hatch
, the most beautiful chick. I would say this.
This is going to be a very busy and
perhaps a very troubled session of
Congress, and a session of Congress
whose accomplishments may not be
measured for years. If we have a Salt
Agreement on which the Senate has to act
that may be a significant event. The
efforts of the Budget Committee to move
us closer to a balanced budget and
decreased deficits may be a kind of water-
'shed which will turn our economy
around. That may, over the perspective
of years, be seen as the most important.
On the other hand the Judiciary Com-
mittee, I suspect, is going to be very active
in the antitrust field. Whether it moves
'towards a more compact, efficient
economy or whether it moves towards
greater regulation of the economy is an
.attempt to decide which philosophy is
"This is going to be a very busy and perhaps a very troubled
session of Congress, and a session of Congress whose ac-
complishments may not be measuredfor years. "
of handling the problem. I think it could
be updated. 1think that' the American
Bar Association, for example, or any
other group that you want could form
their selection committees. Suppose one
of the President's merit selection com-
mittees would file a petition for impeach-
ment in the House of Representatives-
that in itself might prove to be a salutory
disciplinary tool that hasn't been tried for
years. I think we ought to explore that
before we look for an extra-Constitution-
al remedy for this problem.
Senator Bayh and I are reviewing the
possiblility of introducing legislation to
increase the authority of the Judicial
Councils 'to deal with allegations of
judicial misconduct; but unlike the
Judicial Tenure Bill, it will not include the
right to remove judges. Thus, it avoids
the basic constitutional issue raised by the
I Judicial Bill.
Q: You were a co-sponsor of the
proposal to provide for the direct election
of the President and the Vice-President.
Do you think that this Constitutional
amendment will be successful?
A: Someday.
Q: Any predictionon when?
A: It's hard to say but I think that the
spectre of a minority President in this day
and age is a pretty serious thing because
under the existing electoral college system
we could have a minority PresidenL, I
going to be followed as being truly defini-
tive of the true market place. That could
well be. one of the significant decisions
made in this Congress. So you have all
sorts of things about to happen. I think
all I can really say to you is to keep your
eyes and ears open and fasten your safety
belt!
photos by Bill Lieth
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Carter an~C~ng,.ess
by John Seibel
Competing with President Car-
ter's proposed budget are: at
least two other proposals which
have received some attention
from the press in recent weeks.
The Kemp-Roth tax bill and Gov.
Jerry Brown's -proposed consti-
tutional amendment offer two
alternatives te Carter's budget
proposals. Both programs at-
tempt to reach the same goals as
Carter has set for his own budget;
a curbing of inflation and a cut-
back in federal spending. -
Governor Brown's 'proposed
constitutional amendment recei-
ved attention by the press first,
because it was delivered to the
people of California by radio and
television instead of to the legis-
lature. His proposal also seemed
to be a complete turnabout in his
political stance. The speech by the
formerly liberal Brown was criti-
cized as "warmed over Hoover-
ism".
Brown proposed a consti-
tutional amendment which would
require the federal government to
balance the budget; The proposal
has a- general universal appeal,
due to the dissatisfaction of many
Americans with the present tax
structure, or the "Proposition 13
attitude" .
The proposal has been critici-
zed in a number of ways. It is
inflexible. Theamendment would
not allow any deficit spending by
The Congress. It has been criti-.
cized as a political rather than an
economic move. Whether it is fea-
sible economically is debatable
while the political exposure
derived from the proposal is enor-
mous.
There are also' fears that a
constitutional convention would
be a disaster. There is no way to
control what may be discussed at
a convention and there are fears
that a constitutional convention
would be non-productive:'
Doubts as to 'the effectiveness
of the amendment and its realistic
value have left intact the praise
that it would have a theraputic
effect on the Congress. -
The Brown amendment is also
seen as-an attempt to put a politi-
cal squeeze on President Carter.
The popular appear of the tax
revolt has caught Carter' between
the liberal democrats who favor
both social legislation and
government spending on the left
and the members of congress who
feel pressed by their constituents .
to tighten the fiscal belt of
government spending on the
right,
The newly revised Kemp-Roth
bill attempts' to both cut personal
income taxes and limit govern-
ment spending. The bill would cut
taxes 100/0 per year from 1980 to
1983. This would reduce taxes
from their present level of 14%-
70% of income, tolO%~50%. At
the same time, the bill would curb
government spending. The bill
proposes a ceiling on expenditures
of 21%,of the gross National Pro-
duct in 1980 and would reduce
spending to 18% of the G.N.P. by
1983;
President Carter has' opposed
any tax cuts until inflation has
been slowed to an acceptable rate.
The bill however attempts to meet
the inflationary pressures of a tax
cut with an opposing limit on fed-
eral spending which is also seen
an inflationary cause.
President Carter's proposed
budget attempts to steer a middle'
.course between the New Deal style
Democrats who want to see vig-
orous spending on social pro-
grams and those who want to
curb taxation of individuals and
inflation. President Carter is
committed to what he cans an
"austere budget". His budget
total is around 504 billion dollars
WI.,I a deficit of just over 29 bil-
lion dollars. The president had
aimed for a deficit of under 30
billion dollars. There are mild
cutbacks in some social pro-
grams. Social Security benefits
would not increase at the projec-
ted rate, and Carter would also ax
some urban public works pro-
grams worth about 4 billion
dollars.
In contrast to former President
Ford, the Carter budget was pre-
pared almost exclusively by the
Director of the O.M.B. James T.
Mcintyre. Mcintyre said that the
budget was prepared with very
little conflict among the various
executive agencies although there
had been several appeals made by
,various agency heads.
Carter has indicated vague
predictions of future tax cuts. He
has predicted any tax cuts, how-
ever, on the unlikely event that
inflation will be controlled.
Future tax cuts would be unlikely
given the new minimum wage
which president Carter did not
oppose, and his voluntary wage
and price guidelines; both of
which have been criticized for
their possible inflationary impact.
Carter has been criticized on
both sides of the political fence
for both overspending of the fisc,
and as Sen. Muskier (D.Maine)
said, "a preoccupation with num-
bers."
Proposed Legislation Would Eliminate
Diversity· Jurisdiction .
B S C h After his eiection Carter wrote to of the 117 district judgeships will
y teve oc ran every Democratid Senator, urging be fiI.le~ through the use of
As should be common know- them to establish commissions for commissions. .
ledge to any law student, Presi- the selection of candidates. The Carter ha.s not had outstanding
dent Carter signed the Omnibus duty of choosing members for the success gettmg women and me~-
Judgeship Act on October 20, commissions was allocated to bers of mmonty group.s appom-
1978, and thus created 35 new each state's senators. ted. There have been SIXw~m~n
judgeships on the, Courts of The nominating commissions appointe~, all of them to dlstr!ct
Appeals and 117 on the District were also intended to change the cou~ts. Nine Blacks a~d two His-
Courts. The act increased by over traditional means of selecting panics have been appointed. Four
one-quarter the number of Fed- .iudges that is by relying on a of the women and two of the
eral jUdg~s: choice' made by the Senator of Blacks.w~re chosen as a result of a
To facilitate and broaden the' each state. The problem was that commission.
selection .process, Carter sig~ed the range of contenders was often Members of the 95t? Congress
an executive order la~t May whlc~ limited to the range of a Senator's have a.ttempte? t? r.ev~sethe law
encouraged the creation of norm- friends. as t<?dlversJt~ j~ns.dl~tlon and en-
nation commissions. These How have these commissions larging the jurisdiction of U.S.
commissions -were intended to fared so far? Nineteen states and Maglstrate~. S~natoI:s, Ea~t- •
first recruit candidates for the the District of Columbia have land (D., MISS.)mt~o~uc~d a bill
judg.eshfps, and redress a dis- used commissions in selecting dis- that .w~ul~ place limitations on
tur~l~g feature of the Federal trict judge candidates, while five ~he jurisdiction a person may
Judiciary: the general absence of more states, Maryland included, invoke when th~. controver.sy
women or members of minority claim that such commissions will occurs between cinzens of dif-
groups .. At the time of Carter's be used. On the other hand, ten ferent. states. Eastland's ~ill
signing the bill, of 525 active states have already acted and will would ~ns.ert.a clause preventing
judges, only 29 w~re Black or His- not use commissions in appoin- ~he pl.amt!ff .m .su~h a. case fr~m
name, and only rune were women. ting judges. Ultimately, at least 62 m.v0~Ing Junsdlc~lon I~ any ?IS-
tnct m the State In which he IS a
citizen.
S.2094 would also limit the
powers of the plaintiffs in choo-
sing district courts in which to
bring a civil action. SecL 2.1391
of Title 28, U .S.C. says that those
civil actions where jurisdiction is
founded only on diversity of
citizenship may be brought in the
district where all the plaintiffs, or
aU the defendants reSide or in
which the claim arose. S.2094
would allow civil action to be
brought in the district in which all
defendants reside or in which the
claim arose. Moreover, Section,
2b, 1391 of Title 28, ,U.S.C.,
which states that a civil- action,
not founded solely on diversity of
citizenship, may be brought only
in the district where all the defen-
dants reside, would be deleted
under the Senate bill.
The 95th Congress also con-
sidered a bill (S.1613) which
would allow U.S. Magistrates to
conduct the proceedings of a jury
or a non-jury civil matter and
enter a judgement on the case so
long as both parties consented.
Either party would be able to
appeal a magistrate's decision to a
district court and even further if
necessary.
Freeing the MaI"ketfor Foreign Trade
by John Lambert" , ,,' -" ,'" .' , '
The focus for much of the 96 into the MARKET. President restrictive trade, any export would have allowed both service
sessio~s' business' legislation Carter may request the norma- changes necessarily affec! present and goods producing industries to
should revolve around U.S. trade Iizationof trade with both the import. regulations: President participate. The modification was
policy. Multilateral trade negotia-' U'.S.S.R. and Communist China. Carter desiring the more open also intended to relieve worker
tions have been going on for some IHaving' normalization developed market, is expected to try and re- problems with greater compensa-
time in Tokyo and certai\l results with both countries is expected to duce export subsidies; import tion for those workers over 60
await Congressional action. Since maintain a balance' iIi foreign licensing, government procuring and also help out job and reloca-
World War II, there have been se- relations. Yet any action with re- procedures and discriminatory tion searches.
ven rounds of these negotiations" gard to Russia is contingent on product standards. The new pro- Loosely related to the foreign
with the objective of expanded SALT discussions and the Senate posals are expected to be mo- trade area is the problem of regu-
and more efficient world trade. 'ratification process. Foreign derate and curbs on :particularily lating direct investment in the
Generally this efficiency drive has policy rationales are evidenced by disruptive imports would be U.S. by foreign interests. Does
been realized through fewer trade, the U.S. embargo on exports to maintained. Chief opponents of Congress need to regulate this
barriers as the globe moves doser' Rhodisia, petroleum technology, the freeing up of import restric~ area. The Foreign Investment
to a still far off international free going to the U.S.S.R., and U.S. tions would be the steel, textile, Study Act of 1974 (P.L. 93~479)'
market system. Implicit in this trade policy with Arab countries and footware industries. All three authorized a study of this situa-
drive for equalizing competitive boycotting Israel. have effective lobbying groups tion and the 1976 report stated
trade opportunities among trad- Major opponents of the present and any new legislation will' that foreign, companies do not
ing partners is the need to be cer- export controls complain of the undergo great difficulties. hold a large share of major
tain that U.S. exporters receive inconsistent nature of the regula- A subsidiary problem in the economic sections of the U.S. The
the same consideration from tions. Some say that the petro- trade area will be whether the report also stated that generally
other coiintries as the U.S. ac~ leum technology being exported is Trade Adjustment Assistance pro- this investment is beneficial to the
cords them. Congress will be very actually aiding the military gram should be enlarged or not. U.S. Still, in 1976, Congress en-
wary of having any U.S. groups strength of Russia while others This program helps· out those acted the International Invest-
being hurt in the exchange. point out products with almost no groups adversely affected by im- ment Survey Act (P.L. 94-472)
The pressing nature of the pro- military significance are restric- port competition through techni- which enabled the President to
blem results from the expiration ted. Farmers complain that the cal and financial assistance to . authorize surveys of the situation.
in September of the 1969 Export short-supply controls inhibit workers, firms, and communities. In 1978 appropriations were in-
Administration Act. Generally, fair-matket prices and conse- The program was designed as a creased for the amount to be
policy reasons for having export quently U.S. food prices are too way to keep U.S. firms competi- 'spent on the surveys and demon-
controls have been national secu- low. Underlying many of the tive in this freer world market. strate increasing Congressional S.1613 also changes the selec-
rity, concerns over domestic infla- complaints is the sentiment that The program was created in 1974 interest in the problem. The effect tion process of magistrates.
tion, and foreign policy. The business has a basic right to ex- (P.L. 93-618) and modifications of these investments is not Instead of being appointed by the
national security policy has been port, despite national goals. proposed in the 95th session thoroughly understood and more district courts, the magistrates
given a new twist this year with Keeping in mind the world- failed to achieve passage. This Congressional inquiry may be ex- would be chosen by a selection
the entrance of Commu~i~tS~in~; w,i~~p\c~~~~.~n,~,t~e,~9P.:9f!~sL failed leg~~~.~~!~~,l~ ,,~\:117II P~~~~~l(" <~" ~ .'" L,\!',','. ", C',.,'.. p~,~,eL~f.Ji~~,.m~'Pb~~\,., I,) l 'I,
Protection of Alaskan Wilderness
von
by John Lambert rrnc growth. . .House's land units. The Gates of ness designation allows for no Church-Randolph amendment
The las.t night of the 95th' On Dec. 18, 1971, The Alaskan the Arctic National Park would commercial development or even ith 21Native CI . WI cosponsors, Nelson-
C Oc b
alms Settlement Act, 43 have been a single 8.million acre road making and is considered the.ongr~ss m to er was one of USC 1601' Brooke-16, and Durkin-Roth-15.
h f I
. . . et, seq. went into umt in the far northeast of Alas- surest way to preserve the landt,ose me exa.mp es of how short- effect Thi t. k That the bill did not pass must in
ht d d II
' . IS ar reaching legisla- a. The Senate transformed this from premature and possiblySlg, e ,an I -considered some tion was di t d . . large part be attributed to the par-
I I t d
rec e towards the dis- umt- into an administrative needless development. The frus-egis a ive con uct can be. Sena- posal of F d I I· , h liamentarian expertise of Sena-
St d
e era and in Alaska mg tmare by imposing a pat- tration it creates for business in-tors evens an Gravel, both of and com' h tor's Gravel and Stevens. AsSe-AI k ed pensanon for the land c work arrangement on the Gates terests should be easily under-
as a, attempt to take advan- for the natives of Alaska: Alas- la,nds with various land designa- stood. nator Stevens explained in "Alas-
tag,e of the last minute rush "or kan Indi E' ka Interview", December 1978'.
d
i' ians, skimos, and nons under different agencies, The Senate bill never reached a
a journment and exact major Aluets The A t di id d Th S "I told them (Committee to. c IVI e the feder- e enate Committee also floor vote, but there appeared to
concessions for the non-environ' _ al lands into D' d D d ed h H Manage Alaska's Lands)-that
I
, ,I an 2 catagor- ropp t e ouse's allocation of be strong backing for the bill and
menta IStS interests with the res D lands wer '1 bl f 62 m'II" we would have our major impact'AI k . I e avai a e or I IOn acres as "wilderness" me,asurable support "or strength-• as a National Interest Lands commercial d I hId t 34 'I' 1 on the bill if we could hold it until
C
. , eve opment t rough an s 0 rm hon. This wilder- emng amendments: the Hart-
onservation Act" ,'H.R. 39. The certain procedures. Ds lands 100- to page fifteen
bill had had major support in the! 10 ?tillion acres, were pro~ided H Rul
Senate, after being overwhelm- mterim protection until Congress ouse· es Committee
ingly supported in the House but acte~ on the lands with legislation ~ ..................
was finally frustrated by Se;ator creatmg new parks, wildlife Prepar f" 96th C
Gravel's efforts. Environmental- refuges, wild and' scenic river es or' ongress
ists were of course disappointed reserves, and wilderness areas.
but it now appears that Senator The bill also required that by Rep. Richard Bolling Caucus for the committee assign-
Gravel's efforts may well have Congress t ithi fac WI n seven years On January 15, 1979, the 96th ments or. the Democratic
aided the preservation of the by Dec. 18, 1978 or the D2 lands . Congress of the United States members of the U.S. House of
Alaskan wilderness areas. would revert to D, and become convened. . Representatives. The Chairman
Basically, the environmental- available for . 1 • a d th b f hcommercia pur- The Democratic Caucus of the n ~ mem ers 0 t e House
ists, organized as the Alaskan Co- poses U Co tt R I h. ,S', House of Representatives ~ mrm .ee on u es, owever,
alition perceive these federal Congressman Udall submitted met in early December and a ain are nommated by the Speaker and
lands as the last of American H.R. 39 to the 95th and on May selected. as itl!. candidate tog be elected by the <:aucus. I am slated
lands which may be saved in an 19, 1978 after.several weakening Speaker Thomas P. (Tip) O'Neill to bec~me Chairman of the Rules
unadulterated form. Complete amendments had been defeated Jr. and elected Jim Wright to be Committee,
eco-systems abound and may still the bill was passed in the House Majority Leader. As the Demo- . A number o~ fa~-reaching and
be protected. The setting aside of 277-3 I (where were all those other crats are the majority party in the I~portant l~glslatJve measures
the lands is also thought of as a guys?). The Senate progress was House, the election of O'N 'II" wIll be conSidered by the 96th
wayof assuring that the abundant considerably slower and a Tar assured. The members 07 t~~ Congress" Thes~ issues. can be
mineral resources will still be weaker bill started to emerge. Red Democratic Steering and P I' grouped lOtO eight pohcy cate-
v '1 bl 'f tId t I'f' 0 ICY' "a al a e I ru y nee ed. The op- ape qua I Ications proliferated Committee were appointed g~rhles: constlt?tl~>nal and civil
position, Alaskan developers and while the legislation· was in the and/or elected at the D b ng ts; economic Issues and poli-'I ecemer '. d . .
commercia interests, see the Energy and Natural Resources Democratic Caucus and I '11 Cles, e uca.tlon, health and m-
resources being locked away Committee. One example of this again be serving as a memb WIf come malOtenance; environ-
foreverby the legislation and seri- red tape development is with the this policy committee. er 0 ~ental, and nat?ral resources;
ously hindering Alaskan econo- breaking up of some of the In January the Stee' d mternatlOnal affairs and defense;, nng an law d' l'Policy Committee will make the an JUSIce; .go~ernment
. , nominations to the Demo l' pr~.cesses and orgamzatlon; and
. . .... ..' .' . . cra IC sCienceand technology. .
Ame eca e 5 Most of the legislation coveringrl In pacee these issues w.ill com~ before the. e Rules CommIttee pnor to full
The Prospects for the Future :~;;~~;~~~~~';;:i':;
Legislation to Look Forby Thecla Fabian
The 96th Congress will con-
sider, if not actually pass, some of
the most comprehensive and
forward-looking space legislation
to come before Congress in recent
years, The two standing sub-
committees whose jurisdiction is
the primary consideration of such
legislation are the House Sub-
committee on Space Science and
Applications ofthe Committee on
Science and Technology and the
Senate Subcommittee on Science,
Technology and Space of the
Committee on Commerce,
Science and Transportation.
There are several members of
Congress whose names are con-
sistently associated with space
legislation. These include Sen.
Adlai E. Stevenson III (D-Ill.)
who chairs the Senate's Space
Subcommittee; Rep. Don Fuqua
(D.-Fla.), former Chairman of
the House's Space Subcommittee
and next in line to become
chairman of the full Committee;
Sen. Harrison Schmitt (R-
N.Mex.), ranking minority
member on the Senate Sub-
committee; and Rep. Ronnie
Flippo (D-Ala.).
It appears that long-range,
overall space policy legislation
will originate in the Senate, while
a number of bills dealing with
specific space applications are
expected from the House.
There are two space policy bills
introduced in the Senate during
the closing days of the 95th
Congress; both of these bills will ,
be re-introduced during the 96th
Congress. The push toward
development of a Congressional
space policy is regarded as a
response to the perceived inade-
quacies of President Carter's
space policy directives.' These
directives have been criticized for
both their lack of specific goals
and programs and their failure to
indicate the level of space effort
that the President planned to
support in any area.
In the Spring of 1978, Rep.
Fugua and Sen. Stevenson met
with President Carter to discuss
U.S. space objectives after the
planned space shuttle (the reusu-
able launch vehicle similar to a
delta-winged plane, scheduled to
go into operation in December
1979). They wanted the President
to clearly define U.S. goals in
space and thereby restore a clear
sense of direction and purpose to
the space program. They ex-
pressed the feelings of a number
of members of Congress who
.wanted to make sure that the
funding tailoff from the devel-
opment of the space shuttle
system would be made available
for' space science and appli-
cations, rather than simply
trimmed from the NASA budget.
Shortly after this meeting,
President Carter set up an inter-
agency review of the space
program. The results of this
review were issued as Presidential
Directive 37 (PD-37) on June 19~
1978. PD-37 focused on the
relationship between civilian and
military uses of space; the future
direction of the U.S. Space
Program; 'and the U.S. position
on international cooperation in
space. It also set· up ~ Policy
Review Committee on Space
within the. National Security
Council. The first task of the Pol-
icy Review Committee was to
formulate recommendations for
the direction of the civilian U.S.
Space Program over the next
decade.
The President's second space
policy directive, incorporating the
results of the Policy Review Com-
mittee's work, was issued on Oct-
ober 11, 1978. It did not delineate
specific goals for the space
program, though this had been its
original intent. It contained three
general principles: (1) the U.S.
Space Program would reflect a
"balanced strategy" of appli-
cations, science and technology
development; (2) activities in
space will be pursued when it
appears that the national objec-.
tives can most efficiently be met
through space activities; and (3) it
is not feasible or necessary at the
present time for THE U.S. to
commit itself to a high-challenge
space engineering. initiative
comparable to the Apollo'
Program.
The October Directive went on
to re.co~J!lend. !urthc:r, study in
to page siXteen . '
by Barbara Beck
The consumer movement, while
gaining much support and recog-
nition in. recent years, solwed to
an uninspired rate during the last
congressional session and is not
expected to be an area of legisla-
tive significance in the forthcom-,
ing session. President Carter
brought with him many consumer
activists to the administration
upon his election but as a result
there was a loss of leadership in
the public consumer groups. The
general mood of the country en-
coiIrages a little regulation, little
spending stance and this is
'reflected in such lobbying efforts
as those for deregulation of the
insurance and trucking industries.
Another major theme which per-'
meates consumer concerns is the
increase in public participation in
governmental regulatory
processes. A revision of the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act may
be attempted in hopes of facilitat-
ing public participation, simplify-
ing rulemaking procedures, and
reducing delay.
The field of international trade
will be highlighted in the 96th
Congress. Special interest areas
will include trade relations with
Taiwan,; reevaluation of the
export control system and general
customs procedures; possible
trade agreement with the USSR
and others; modification of pro-
cedures inherent in regulation of
nomy. The President has an-
nounced his anti-inflation
program which calls for voluntary
compliance. In introducing his
program, he indicated he would
be recommending some specifics
to Congress. There will be other
anti-inflation proposals, not nec-
essarily endorsed by the Presi-
dent. Some of these are:
I, Granting of standby autho:
rity for the President to impose
mandatory wage and price
controls, Previous Presidents
have had this standby authority
but it was allowed to llipse and
President Carter cannot impose
mandatory controls unless
Congress passes new legislation.
2. Granting additional powers
:0 the Council on Wage and Price
;tability to require prenotifica-
tion of wage and price increases
from selected industries. .The
CWPS might also be granted
powers to delay for some periods'
of time wage and price increases
which could have serious . in- '
flationary effects on the eco-
nomy.
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U.S. manufacturers with foreign
subsidiaries. '..It is expected that
there will be much legislation in
t.heseareas this year.
The transportation industry is
anticipating moves to deregulate
the areas of trucking and
railroads. A strong and well-orga-
nized lobbying campaign under
way by the industry and a battle is
expected over the form in which
such deregulation should be em-
bOdied, but all participants in the
negotiations agree that some dere-
gulation legislation will emerge.
. Agriculture problems continue
to be unresolved. Despite the
attempt to stabilize the agricultur-
al, consumer, business and trade
. in the Food and Agricultural Act
of 1977, the agricultural commu-
nity still feels undermined and is
anxious to' push legislation which
will equalize high costs of produc-
tion with what they consider not
high enough prices.
Of interest to labor are consid-
erations of a differential mini-
mum wage for teenage workers·
requirements forcontractors t~
pay laborers locally-determined
wage and fringe benefits on feder-
ally financed projects; minimum
federally standards for work-
men's compensation on the state
level; plant closing procedures;
reevaluating restrictions on politi-
cal activities of federal employ-
ees; and a further attempt at labor.
law reform.' .
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Renwick Shows Diversity "
by Jim Sweeney
I;
Glassmaking in the 20th centu-
ry has primarily been industrial or
commercial. When we think of
glass we think of windows, mass
produced ashtrays, Steuben glass,
test tubes.
In centuries past" glass was
valued for its beauty, for the way
it. reflected and captured light.
One only has to look at William
Kalf's Still Life (1665) in the Na-
tional Gallery, which shows three
half-filled goblets against a dark
background, the liquid in them'
glowing with a golden light. A
window beyond the picture plane
lets in light, which strikes the
edges of the goblets and reflects
back from the surface.
Dale Chihuly, director of the
glass program at the Rhode Island
School of Design, explores the
non-functional, aesthetic uses of
glass in "Baskets and Cylinders:
Recent Glass by Dale Chihuly" at
the Smithsonian's Renwick Gal;
lery.
The cylinders of the title were
created by rolling hot glass rods
and beads to produce thin linear
patterns in subtle color varia,
tions. The results are fascinating:
translucent cylinders with bursts
of color. .
The baskets are even more in-
triguing, due to their shape,
rather than their coloring. '.They
were inspired by American Indian
c
baskets seen in museum storage,
being crushed by the-weight of the
<stacks. Many of the thin baskets
have large dents and flat areas on
them, as though they were
subjected to tremendous pressure.
This first impression causes a
double take as you realize that
these fragile baskets are glass:
The exhibit will continue
through June 3.
II.
e The Renwick Gallery decided to
assemble a show. of musical in-
struments made by contemporary
craftsmen: Instruments were
selected on the basis of design, .
workmanship, and musical per-
formance. The result, "The
Harmonious Craft: American
Musical Instruments, "is a fasci-
nating mix of reproductions of
old instruments, contemporary
instruments, and unusual new
instruments.
Many of the instruments are re-
productions of traditional instru-
ments, occasionally with some
modifications: violas de gamba, a
harpsichord, Renaissance record-
ers, and others. One of the most
unusual is a glass harmonica,
based on Benjamin Franklin's
design. It looks like a barbecue
rotisserie with glass bowls on it. It
is played by wetting the fingers
and rubbing them on the glass
bowls while they are turned.
There are also some new instru-
ments: an electric guitar, ceramic
-
Bo'jou, Neejee! ProrJIes of Canadian Indian Art
GWConcert Schedule
Fri., Feb. 9 Faculty Concert
Sun., Mar. 4 Duo-Sonata Series
Thurs., Mar. 8 GWU Orchestra
Fri., Mar. 23 Faculty Concert
Sun., Apr. 8 Duo-Sonata Series
Mon., Apr. 9 Student Recital
Mon., Apr. 16 Student Recitals
Tues., Apr. 17 Student Recital
Th., Apr. 19 Student Recital
Sun., Apr. 22 GWU Chorus
M 8:30 Maquette Kuper,
flute and Roland
Raffaelle, guitar
M 8:30 George Steiner,
violin and Robert
Parris Piano
*L 8:30 George Steiner,
director
M 8:30 Neil Tilkens,
piano
M 8:30 Steiner and
Parris
M 8:00
L 4:00 &
8:00
L 8:00
L 4:00
M 8:00
bells, a stringed instrument made
from a crutch, a cow's jawbone
with electronic parts that make
beeping sounds, a stringed instru-
ment made from an armadillo
shell.
All of the instruments show ex-
quisite craftsmenship: inlaid
silver and wood, carved .ivory,
rosewood, maple, steel. In this ex-
hibit, where the instruments are
mute, it is easier to appreciate the
craftsmanship of the object itself,
not only its function as a creator
of beautiful sounds.
Some of the instruments are
unique objects capable of one per-
formance only: Ubu Waugh's
"Box for 100 discrete sounding
stones for Puget Sound," which is.
a wooden box with small tuned
stones (they have notches cut in
them) that produce sound when
cast into water; or Norman Torn-
heim's "Echo Chasers," clay'and
glass objects that, when thrown
into a chasm, whistle all the way
to the bottom.
The instruments in this exhibit
were not regarded solely as beau-
tiful craft objects. Twenty-five of
the "most interesting" were
recorded for an album ,and cas-
sette tape titled "The Sounds of
Harmonious Craft: Crystal Rain-
bows." The music was composed
by William Penn, who composes
music for the Folger Theatre
Group. The cassette and album
are available for $9.98 and $8.98,
respectively, at the Renwick Gal-
lery Museum Shop.
The exhibit will continue
through August 5.
Ill.
"Bo'jou Neejee!" is an Ojibwa
expression meaning "Hello
friend." It is formed by combin-
ing French and Ojibwa words
("bonjour" and neejee"). This
exhibit, subtitled "Profiles of
Canadian Indian art," traces that
art from 1750 to 1850, the period
when the fur trade in northern
Canada was at its peak.
Baskets and Cylinders: Recent Glass by Dale Chihuly
The exhibit, organized by the
National Museum of Man in Ot-
tawa, starts with examples of
Indian art from the time when
there was little contact with white
men, to establish a basis for
comparison. It shows the changes
that resulted from cultural de-
velopments within the Indian
societies.
The exhibit then goes into the
impact of European civilization
on Canadian Indian societies, and
how their arts and crafts reflected
the expanding social and eco-
nomic structure of Canada. The
, Indians adapted European ideas,
techniques, and materials: arrows
were made with wood and glass or
wood and brass; iron and steel
found their way into their war
clubs; sword belts were made of
hemp and porcupine quills; and
men's coats were made from seal-
skin. The increased wealth
created a golden age of Canadian
Indian art.
Perhaps the object in the ex-
hibit which says the most about
this period when relations bet-
ween the Europeans and the
Indians were fairly genial, is a
port rail of Sir John Caldwell, an
English officer who served in
North America from 1774-1780.
During the period when he was
stationed at Fort Niagara and
Fort Detroit, he was elected chief
of the Ojibwa Indians (unfortu-
nately the exhibit doesn't explain
how that came about). After he
returned to his castle in Ireland,
an unknown artist painted him
dressed in Indian finery he had
brought back.
Ironically, most of the Canad-
ian Indian art which survives
came from European collections;
European travelers were very
curious about other cultures. No-
body in North America seemed to
care about Indian art. The mate- .
rials' in this exhibit .are' mainly
from the collection of the third
Earl of Caledon and the German
collector Arthur Speyer. Both col-
lections were purchased by the
National Museum of Man in the
last decade.
The exhibit continues through
June 17.
(The Renwick Gallery is at 17th
Street and Pennsylvania Avenue,
N.W. It is open seven days a week
from 10 a.m, to 5:30 p.m, Admis-
sion is free.)
Stoneware Exhibits
by Jim Sweeney
Stoneware jars, bottles, jugs,
and coolers were some of the
most important utensils in early
America. Unlike earthenware,
which was porous and made with
dangerous lead-based glazes,
stoneware was harder, water-
tight, and glazed with sodium
from salt. It was easy to clean,
difficult to chip or break, and
resistant to acids.
The definitive collection of
early American (and later) stone-
ware was assembled by John Paul
Remensnyder, who recently
donated his collection to the
Smithsonian's Museum of His-
tory and Technology. Half of the
collection of over 300 pieces will
be on display until November 18.
The exhibit covers the home
and commercial uses of stone-
ware, the technique for making it,
the English and German in-
fluences on early American stone-
ware, and some of the early pot-
teries. The text of the exhibit is
concise but informative. One
whole wall of the exhibit area is
Stephen Prus-
sing, director
Mon., Apr. 23 GWOrchestra L 8:30 Steiner, director
All concerts are open to the public free of charge.
M=Marvin L=Lisner. *L=Lisner Aud, All times p.m,
covered by shelves ·filled with
stoneware, giving the viewe-r a
good cross-section of types and
decorations.
Being priinarily utilitarian in
function, the forms of the jugs
and bottles often echo the shapes
of wine jugs, mugs and food pots
from earlier civilizations. 'By
putting so many stoneware ob-
jects together in one place, it is
easy to see their similarity to some
of the artifacts in the Pre-Colum-
bian and Egyptian sections of the
Museum of Natural History; the
shapes and functions are the
same, and time and distance has
done little to change them.
While the exhibit focuses on
stoneware in its utilitarian
function, not as folk art, mention
is made of the decorations incised
and painted on many of the ex-
hibits. Some, like the bottle which
was shaped and painted to
convincingly resemble a turtle,
were done purely for decoration.
Others were advertisements for a
merchant or a tavern.
.nltH~xhtbjts·alsopomtsout' the
decline in .hand-made stoneware
as industrialization took over the
process, and the loss of imagi-
nation and individuality as pot-
teries had to compete in a larger
commercial market. Stoneware
changed as the Industrial Age
progressed, being used for che-
mical storage, sewer pipes, and
lining blast furnaces. The pottery
begun in Manhattan by German
immigrant John Remney in 1731
began making "chemical appara-
tus" in Philadelphia in 1845 for
the expanding chemical industry
there. Today, that company is the
Remney Refractories Co. of
Philadelphia.
The exhibition is accompanied
by an excellent catalog written by
Susan Meyers, the museum
specialist who organized the ex-
hibit.
(The Museum of History and
Technology is open from 10 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. seven days a week.
Admission is free. The museum is
on Constitution Avenue, N.W.,
between 12th and 14th Streets.
The nearest subway station is
Smithsonian (Mall exit).
by Jim Sweeney and Thecla Fabian
If J.R.R. Tolkien were alive to
see what animator Ralph Bakshi
has done to his epic fantasy The
Lord of the Rings, he would wish
evils on Bakshi that even the Dark
Lord couldn't do.
To begin with, Bakshi has
butchered the trilogy. Granted,
any attempt to reduce a 1500 page
story into a two hour movie is
going to require some cutting, but
this is closer to surgery with a dull
pen knife. Nowhere is it ever
mentioned that the movie only
covers the first half of the mate-
rial in the three books. Bakshi has
cut and snipped with no concern
for continuity, Anyone who has- . ..
not read the entire trilogy will not
know what is going on,
Someone who has ",read the
entire trilogy will notice that
along with details of the pl6t,' s~
~uch of the narrative which was
m the books has been eliminated
that what remains' makes no
sense. Who is Elrond?, For that
matter, who are the Elves? Bakshi
isn't telling.
The characterizations are the
next problem. Gandalf is not the
wise, majestic wizard of Tolkien's
stories. Rather he reminds you os
someone you would find stum-
bling around Washington Circle
with a half-empty bottle of
Gillie's worst, in the last stages of
delirium tremens. Galadriellooks
Lord of the Hype
by Jim Sweeney decal sticker, an official Fellow-
ship membership certificate, and
the Fellowship button, key ring,
and bumper sticker. "
Plus, if that wasn't enough to
make any Tolkien fan gag, I was
informed that with Fellowship
, membership I would "be able to
purchase selected 'Lord of the
Rings' retail items at a discount,
in, addition 'to other ' exclusive
Fellowship merchandise not avail-
able in stores."
The commercialization of The
Lord of the Rings has begun. One
whole window of the bookstore
next to the theatre showing the
movie is filled with reprints of the
books, a calendar, and other as-
sorted paraphenalia.
The calendar is the most visible
item. The latest in a series of
Tolkien calendars, this one uses
stills from the movie. If anything,
the stills are even worse than the
movie, because you have a chance
to look at them carefully.
The cover of the calendar is
typical of the slipshod way in
which the movie, and the pro-
motion campaign, were done. It
was either done long before the
movie, or by artists who had only
a passing familiarity with it: seve-
ral of the members of the Fellow-
ship bear little 'resemblance to
their movie counterparts.
Nobody would dispute the fact
that Tolkien himself, his publish-
ers, and some of the artists who
worked on various Tolkien
projects all capitalized on the suc-
cess of the books and made some
money on them. However, they
always treated the books, with
dignity and respect.
Maybe to a movie company
there is no difference between
"Jaws II" and "The Lord of the
Rings." What can we expect
next? Hobbit cereal? Will
Tolkien's books end up like the
American Bicentennial?
What this goes to show is what
some people will do to make a
dollar, even if they have to drag a
beautiful epic into the gutter.
Actually though, this sleazy hype
is a fitting sequel to a sleazy
movie.
, •• _ ~. -.J t • _• .J , _.~", •• •• • ~ -
less anelven queen than a hooker
after a, hard night. At times it
seems like the script was taken
from the .Harvard Lampoon
parody of the trilogy, Bored of
the Rings.
The dramatic moments from
the books are lost in the movie.
Gandalf's last minute appearance
at the Battle of Helm's Deep
becomes a poorly staged cavalry
rescue from a Western. In the
book the orcs flee before
Theoden's final charge, and are
prevented from escaping by the
arrival of the rest of the Riders of
'Rohan. 'In the movie, Theoden's
charge fails and he is surrounded.
There is an inexplicable pause
while the orcs stand around and
gawk at the vastly outnumbered
humans; apparently the orcs were
under orders from Bakshi to hold
off the massacre until Theoden
had a chance to call Gandalf's
name (which does not occur in the
book), and Gandalf could ride up
with reinforcements at the last
minute.
One of the best.opportunities
for dramatic staging is when
Gandalf throws Frodo's ring into
the fire, and previously hidden
runes inscribed on the inside
reveal it to be, the lost ring of
_{ ." r: . ; . ~~ : .. : ' ! 'j
power that could bend Middle
Earth to the Dark Lord's will.
Instead, Bakshi's Gandalf plucks
the ring out of the fire and glares
at it like-a pawnbroker.
Even worse is the animation.
The shadowy opening narration,
which condenses the 350 page Sil-
marillion (Tolkien's posthumous-
ly published book which explains
the events leading up to The Lord
of the Rings) into three minutes,
appears to, have been filmed
through ,a 'burlap bag., The
portion of the opening which tells
how many rings were given to
each of the races of Middle Earth
is staged like a Sesame Street
counting lesson: as each group's
name is called, they hold up the
correct number of rings. '
, Bakshi's alleged animation
triumph is the, use of Roto-
scoping, a process in which the
movie is filmed with live actors,
and the negative is' then painted
over and altered' to .create a
cartoon. The process actually
works iii, the scene where Frodo,
having been stabbed by one of the
Nazgul, is slipping into their dark
world; the shifting light and eerie
atmosphere work well. Else-
where, however, it becomes a nui-
sance, and too dark to clearly se~
PligeThirteen
details. After a while it's like
looking at lots of negatives in a
darkroom: you geteyestrain.
Not all of the animation was
done this way, either. None of the
main characters appears to have
been done by Rotoscoping, or if
they were the alterations havere-
moved any trace of it. Instead,
they look like they came from a
low-budget Saturday .morning
cartoon show. The two styles
don't mix at all. The Hobbits are
especially annoying; they only
have two facial expressions: be-
fuddled and annoyed.
The .ads from United Artists
would have us, believe this movie
is some great rnilestonein ani-
mation. Yet anyone who has ever
seen Disney's classic films "Fan-
tasia" and "Snow White," both,
done several decades ago, would
realize that this is a disaster film,
in the worst sense of the word.
This is not J.R.R. Tolkien's
The Lord of the Rings, his epic
about the struggle between good
and evil and the temptations of
power, it is Ralph Bakshi's; it is
brutally edited, poorly scripted,
and poorly, animated" Hopefully
the sequel to this travesty willfall
into the Cracks of Doom with
Gollumand the.Ring.
"Superman II. Soars
by Dana Dembrow
Relaxing in a semi-conscious
condition on a living room sofa at
a friend's party not long ago, I
overheard a conversation between
,three strangers in response to a
question about who their heroes
'and heroines were. A long pause
followed the initial posing of the
query and one of the trio finally
said that she really couldn't think
of any public figure that she
regarded with at least a fair
degree of criticism. After con-
templating the inquiry for several
more seconds the second indi-
vidual agreed that he didn't have
any heroes, at least none that he
could think of that were alive
today. The third person scratched
his chin and finally offered Tony
"Pro" as the hero of the times for
his alleged contribution to the
flawless execution of Jimmy
Hoffa and his various other con-
nections with highly successful
mobster activities, I moaned
silently at the state of opinion and
gazed back into the effervescence
of my Budweiser.
But last night I witnessed, in
brilliant color, the greatest
American hero of all time.
Perhaps not only the greatest, but
the last American hero is cru-
sading through the bustling city
of the Metropolis, protecting
children, old ladies, and stranded
!. ;:'.Jil. ~',I.I.'I:'1 ~;'.I.L .'i."V . 1.I.t·#
kitty cats from the diabolical evils Mohave Desert arid then turning
of the world's nastiest genius and it into the new west coast by
other perils and near-disasters. detonating a 500 megaton bomb
Cleverly disguised as mild- in the San Andreas Fault.
mannered super-dork, Clark Hackensack, New Jersey must
Kent, young reporter from Small- also be sacrificed in the plan, but
ville who bungles his way through no one 'seems to regard that as
his assignments with the metro- much of a loss.
politan section of the Daily Superman manages to rescue
Planet, Superman is always in the Lois Lane enough times to evoke
right place at the right time when- her interest in a variety of his
ever there's a heartrending cry for super-human powers, not to
only a fantasy figure in his never- mention those of every other
ending battle for truth, ""justice, female in the city as it is beset
and the.American way. with catastrophe after catas-
S ': 'f th 'D "II ' trophe, ,
cou~~:~ :nd
a
pr~~ec:::~~~;~~e"A man can .ny. ,Don"~ tell me
, 11' -. that they do It With wires and
"co apsmg crystalline planet, 'and 1 ' I
Krypton, in a distant galaxy, ropes an ~u tip e exposures
Propels him to Earth b lurnmet- because last night I saw the m~n. " ,. " y P fly. I know he can fly, I saw him
mg him mto a cornfield, where he . ht th St f. di d . zoom ng over e atue 0
IS iscovere by a couple passing Lib t ith L' L 'h'
by in their pick-up, He learns I er YMwlb ,0lSth ane ~n hiS
h 'I' d I' f arms. ay e m e movie t eurm ity an mora tty rom Glenn I I' I bri h h
F d h·' co ors were a Itt e ng ter t anor, IS adoptive parent, a th Id if I
farmer in the midwestern plains. ey wou appear I you 0:
H Id thi f t I happened to see Superman flying
ow ~ouY IS.m~n 0 t s,ee ghO over Washington this afternoon
wrong, ~s, Justice nump s and maybe the arch criminals are
w,herever his spectacular colors littl ti th th '
d "a I e nas ier an ey are mwave, an even Valene Perrme, rt d CI k K t'
the well-endowed mistress of the rea I y fan b air then IS eve",nl
f f 'I d more 0 a ung er an you ororces 0 eVI, wants to go own Id b B t' S
with the good guys, cou eV,er e. u. up~rman can
. fly, He IS no less Imagmary than
Superman's chief adversary is the forces of good and evil and
Lex Luther, played by Gene the desire to have the power to
Hackman, a dastardly, diabolical choose between the two. Super-
deranged despot and real estate man isreal. There's a lot of him
investor, whose plan for riches is ,in each of us. And he is great! A
based on purchasi\lg .C;:~lif9rlJiC;\',s_. man.cPo fly. ..<, ..>, " ., .•
'" " ;~ ,_ ,. ,•. ~ '» \... :. , '"'"'_ ,. _ 'U·l' ,."· ~ -\ f
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LAW REVUE
."j" A MUSICAL,
Ever wonder what law school would look like· in
Broadway? See Law Revue by the George Washington
University Law .School and find out February 11, 1979 at
8:30 .PM in the Lisner Auditorium, 21st and H Sts.,N.W.,·
Washington, D.C. All seats are reserved and $2.00 each
(a bargain at twice the price). Sales made daily in the
. .
lobby of Stockton Hall, 714 20th St.
For mail order, send cash and self-addressed stamped
envelope to Law Revue, c/o M. Janik, 2000 F St N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006.
**********************~*******************************
Law Revue ... It's not just a show. It's a way of life.
GET YOUR TICKETS NOWI
"Law Revue" is not:
1) A select group of students
Anyone who has been in law based on grades; . .
school during the first two weeks 2) An opportunity to set
of this semester has probably yourself apart from your collea~.
noticed strange people (could they gu.esand give you an air of superi-
be your fellow classmates?) onty; '.....
selling tickets for something en- 3) The opportunity to ~tite a -
titled "Law Revue". Thinking well-documented article on an ob-
this to be a new course, I irn- scure topic that no one will read;
mediately trekked over to . 4) A name to drop at job inter-
Washington Law Book for a views;
study aid, and came across the 5) Something to add ro' your'
, following casenote brief: obituary.
FACTS: Fifty law students If "Law Revue" is not any' of
with a natural tendency toward these things, then exactly what is -
creativity in music and comedy it? "Law Revue" is a voluntary
want to put on a show. They seek group of players who' have joined
the financial and personal sup- together to put on a once-in-a-
port of the student body and law-lifetime musical show. It -is
faculty to make it a superior pro- the voice of the average law
duction. Many observers are student. It is everything you felt
doubtful and skeptical, indeed about law school but were afraid
have withheld their support, since to verbalize. It is the very disco of
they have confused these law life. ' ., :
students with members of'< the Interested!?! Then' buy your The Merry W{vcsojWindsorat
"Law Review". tickets soon so' that the prod'uc- h Folsteo ger Theater is the funniest .'
ISSUE: Whether these creative tion will have the necessary funds lightest and, warmest comedy i :
students of "Law Revue" deserve to purchase materials needed 'to have seen in-years. Directed by
your support (a meager $2) in make this show a great success. .Mikel Lambert, the play is free of
order to produce a more ap- And finally, come to Lisner Audi- the strain evident in so many pro-
pealing product than that pro- tori urn on the evening of Sunday, ductions of Shakespeare's com-
duced by the other "Law February 11, at 8:30 P.M., to see edies -. lnstead, the director has a
Review"? the performance and give these '
HOLD/NG: YES. players your vocal support. It will united and di~eci. 'story full of
RATIONALE: In order to gain be the most memorable ex- natural laughs andgood humor.
your confidence and ultimately perience of your law school The absence of strain is prob-
your support, certain myths career, a total catharsis. Besides, ably due to the director's freedom
should be dispelledat the outset., yo\-! might ~V!'=11 have a good time. ',., .: "".)
:.... '~'~"". ~,,;- ...~..,'~---,'.- ....~''''
Law Revue·······
InRehearsal·
by Bob Goodman
,.'.
Counsel, I'm gon,na make you a star! Photo by Dana Dembrow*******
"Merriest Wives
> .. : '." 'to edit.vand her skill in the just are not funny to most twen-
'process. When I first arrived in tieth century audiences.
Washington several years ago, I The plot of Merry Wives is
hesitated to go to Folger pro- basic. Falstaff, at this stage in his
ductions of Shakespeare on the career merely an over-large,
ground that they were abridged. ,greedy boor, decides to seduce
As l:recalled -from my snottier two married women (the wives of
junior high school days, to the title) in the hope of gaining
abridge is ~o,cneaL:' . not only their persons but also"
Not sO:'What ihi~ production their purses.
principally does is to' allow the The wives each receive identical
play to move forward by rernov- attempts at love poetry from Fal-
ing the obsolete words which staff. Since the women are best
more "faithful" reproductions friends who tell each-other every-
are forced to obscure with stage thing, the wooed duo soon realize
business, strange effects, or Falstaff's double effort. Insulted,
overdone comic mugging, all of and honorable, they resolve to
which injure the integrity of the teach Falstaff a lesson.
piece. Here the soul shines From that point to the end, the
through. The literal accuracy can - women's plans cause anguish to a
t.go hang.' . . ?'. - -, jealous husband and to Falstaff,
For those purists who may and bring much merriment to the
doubt my word, here are several. wives themselves and to the aud-
lines from the very' first scene, in' ience. '. • ~. '
Shakespeare's original version. 'It Not onlyis- the 'style of direc-
is adialogue'between Shallow, a tion and production quite natural
country justice, and Slender, his (I almost shudder at Tempests of
, cousin- memory .with theirmagic effects,
Shallow:' " ... If he were. '. and costumes of distraction), but
wenty Sir John Falstaffs, he also the atmosphere of the town
shall not abuse Robert of Windsor is warm and natural.
Shallow, esquire." The effect was of friendliness, of
Slender: "In the county of tolerant good" humor, of
Gloucester, justice of peace, neighborliness. Professionals in
and coram." .Washington are largely strangers
Shallowr , .. AS< : cousin in a strange, and. affluent .land ..
Slender, and cust-alorum." Whether .pr: not "they share the.
Slender: "Ay, and rato- affluence and its rituals.ithere is a
forum too; and a gentleman sense of dislocation, A play like
born, '.'Master, Parson, who the Merry, Wives .rerninds us of
writes himself armigero.iu: any , ..what a community might be, and'
bill, warrant, quittance, or" In so doing provides a secure and
obligation, - armigero," supportive context for the hi-jinks
Shallow: .. Ay, that of the play.
do; .. ;" "''- Fun, funny, and warm. The
Mu~t we not honor thedrarnatic . Folger Theater Group's Merry
sense which omits puns which Wives oj Windsor is a credit to its
need footnotes if they are to be director, to its producer,. to its
understoqd? .'.'Cust-llli)rums'! -c~st, and to,its-author,. :' .
Com:ne~I:U'J
by WendyJ. Gordon
Rep. Bolling'Reports.
costs to' employers .and also
reduce take-home pay for some
workers. .'
6. Relaxing environmental,
health, and safety standards. This
could reduce production costs in'
some industries.
Another economic issue which
will receive Congressional consi-
deration is the General Revenue
. Sharing Program. this program
was created by the State and
Local Fiscal Assistance Act of
from page eleven fulfills the original requirements 1972 and was extended for four
the last month .of Congress. And of the Alaska Native Claims Act. years in 1976. Authorization for
now we have a track record of These -lands as monuments may the program will expire on Sept-
having stopped a bill that most be used for all established pur- ember 30, 1980, and the President
people in Congress felt contained poses; sport hunting, subsistence must, by law, send to Congress
excessive concessions to to us." use and assures reasonable access proposals to reauthorize the
The failure of Congress to pass to'inholdings. New development program byMay 15,1979.
the bill left the possibility of the is not possible. To date nearly $42 billion in re-
D, lands interim protection On Jan, 15, 1979 Congressman. venue sharing has been dis-
lapsing. Udall resubmittedH.R. 39 to the; tributed to approximately 39,000
The first move to protect these House Interior Committee and State and local units of govern-
lands from indiscriminate deve!- the Merchant Marine Com. (the ment. One-third of the funds are
opment came in November with bill will retain the same number). earmarked for State governments
Secretary of the Interior, Andrus The bill is slightly modified and and the balance is paid to local from page 3
extending the D
2
protection by the is, as· an aide to Rep. Young of governments. There are virtually association of some 1,600 law
1976 Federal Land Policy and Alaska allowed, "worse than the no restrictions on how revenue instead but we decided to focus on students cannot come up with
Management Act, PL 94-579. one passed by the House" in the sharing payments can be spent. It the grading problem since it is one such a document in the course of
This protection would have lasted 95th session. It is presumed that is anticipated that there will be .area that a lot of students are very a year's administration. Perhaps
for three years. The clincher for tougher means stricter with the searching debate in the U.S. ; interested in. Perhaps at another someone can explain whether the
more permanent protection camedeve!opers. The parallel Senate House as the program will be time someone will explain why the organization exists at all, or ought
on Dec. I when President Carter bill will be submitted sometime caught between the need and only communication from the to or . '11 A h . h" SBA f bl"' . hi' WI. nyone w 0 may WIS
affirmed his high priority com- this week. As of Fnday the 19th, deSIre to cut federal expenditures or pu Icat~on In t e aw to use the Advocate as a forum
mitment to the protection of Alas- there did not appear to be any le- and the State and local govern- school newsp?per In the past ye~r for such explanations can throw a
kan lands by establishing almost gislation proposed to count~r mental views that consider re- ~as b"e~na bnef apology f~r. their few letters together and direct
all of the lands as national monu- H.~. 39 and both Rep. Y,oung s venue sharing as an important ma~lhty to conduct legltlma~e them to the basement of Bacon
ments under the executive author- office ~nd Senator Ste.ven s were source of funds, particularly electl?ns. Perhaps someone ~11I Hall any tillie. Probablv nobody
ity of the Antiquities Act of 1906, uncertaIn as to preCisely what when the public mood leans e~plam ~hy ther~ was no mght will read them" and al~ost cer-
the same act which enabled Teddy course would be taken. The 96th toward more State and local tax vice preSident thiS year, as has . tainly nobody will do an thO
Roosevelt to make the Grand s:ssion coul~ well ~rovide the en- relief... been the custom in. the pas.t. about anything, but it all Yst~~~
Canyon and Arches in Utah, Na- vlrom~ent~hsts With ~he last Other Issues Will certainly oc- Perhaps, someone Will explam with communication; or at least
tional Monuments. These lands, laugh 10 thiS protracted fight. over cupy. our concerns and I will be how. a . student ,gov:rnment in the context of an educational .
Alaska D
h
now have permanent the future of the Alaska wIlder- keepmg you informed on many of or~amzatlon ~an. eXist Without a experience that's where it ought to
pro~~£MpCIO.a£IU.u,cU;..a.n~"''''.''''''''_~''Aol.:...I ....tJw~PJlOogre~s..'''~_''~''.M .....Wut.~~AAJt\ltHil.Q ..and- wby ..an ... "~g1I'1."«"to.&.« '" .. '" .......... ~.- .......... ,.
from page eleven
tax increases scheduled to go into
effect this year: This would
reduce the labor costs of em-
ployers and increase the take-
home pay of workers.
5. Postponing scheduled in-
creases in the minimum wage for
1980 and 1981. This would reduce
3. Granting special authority
for the President to place controls
Ion hospital costs. The President
recommended a Hospital Cost
Containment Program in the last
Congress but it was not adopted.
4. Postponing social security
Alaskan Wilderness
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Congress Reaches for theStars
from page eleven 'the cosmos; (3) continued The final day of hearings
such areas as the development of research in space life sciences; (4) (February 1st) will have two sep-
an operational Landsat, or Earth interpretation and application of arate panels. The first will be a
Resources Sensing, system (as the scientific advances made in panel of scientists discussing the
opposed to the current' experi- space to the meeting of human role of space. Among those ex-
mental system); a consolidated needs. peeted to be present is Dr. Ed-
meteorological satellite program; The ranking minority member . ward Teller. The second panel
and an integrated ocean obser- of the Senate Subcommittee (and' will involve persons from business
vation system. President Carter an ex-astronaut) Sen. Harrison and industry.
further indicated that he wanted Schmitt, submitted a bill (S 3599) 'The Senate Space Sub-
to "keep open possibilities for the that was much broader than committee has also planned
future," in such areas as space Stevenson's. Sen. Schmitt's bill hearings on the establishment of
factories, solar power satellites covers the next thirty years, rather an operational earth resources
and other large scale engineering than the next decade, of space remote - sensing system. These
projects in space. activity. If passed, it will require hearings are scheduled for March
Congressional response was the the Director of NASA, in con- 30 and 31, 1979.
almost immediate introduction of sultation with the Director of the It is expected that Sen.
separate space policy bills by both Presidential Office of Science and Stevenson will reintroduce the
Sen. Stevenson and Sen. Schmitt Technology Policy, to submit a Earth Data and Information
in the closing days of the 95th preliminary thirty-year plan six' Service Act (S 3589). This bill
Congress. Both of these bills are months after enactment. This pre- would establish and provide the
expected' to be reintroduced liminary plan would include pro- institutional framework for
during the 96th Congress in posed funding requirements and a developing and managing an
essentially the same form. detailed R&D schedule. The final operational, rather than the
Sen. Stevenson's bill (S 3530), thirty-year plan would be due a current experimental, system pro-
like President Carter's policy year after enactment, with annual viding data and information on
directive, covers space activities status reports and revisions sub- earth resources and the environ-
over the next decade. Its purpose mitted to Congress with the ment, using remote sensing satel-
is to "establish national space budget requests. lite technology.
policy and program direction that Sen, Schmitt's billdivloestne EDIS would establish an Earth
will enable the U.S. to maintain next thirty years of space effort Data and Information Service as
leadership in space science and into three periods. Each period a separate office within NASA ..
technology and,' in collaboration, will involve concentration on a There would be a seven year
where appropriate, with other specific space activity. interim period during which the
countries and international en- The first period is the World current experimental Landsat
tities, to develop and use the space Information Decade of the program is converted to full
environment for the benefit of 1980's. This would involve the operational status. After this
humanity." establishment of an operational interim period, the operational
-Thebill emphasizes the step-by- world information network in- system could either be retained by
step procedures needed to develop eluding an expanded telecomm- NASA, transferred to another
the required knowledge and uniations system; an expanded agency, made into its own Federal
expertise while using funds most weather and oceans forecasting' agency, or shifted to the private
efficiently. network and an operational earth sector.
The Stevenson Bill would resources monitoring system by _ Sen. Schmitt has a separate bill
require the President to submit to 1990. known -as. the Earth Resources
Congress, one year after its enact- The second decade would Information Satellite Act (S 3625)
ment, a five-year schedule to concentrate on the development which would establish an Earth
achieve the goals set forth in the of an Orbital Civilization by the Resources Satellite Corporation,
bill. The schedule would inelude year 2000. The Orbital Civil- and provide for the widest poss-
proposed annual outlays and ization concept includes the. ible participation by. private
identification of specific missions conduct of science and engineer- industry.
and projects. The President ing in the space environment; The Earth Resources Satellite
would revise the schedule during space generated solar power used Corporation would have a seven-
each fiscal year to reflect progress to support the in-orbit require- teen-member Board of Directors.
in achieving the goals. No later ments of other facilities; manu- Three members would be ap-
than two years prior to the end of facturingmaking. use of the pointed by the President; one
the ten-year period, the President .unique characteristics of the space: member each would be appointed
would be required to submit a set environment; and generation of,' by the Departments of Agri-
of space goals to the year 2000. power. in. space for use on the: culture, Commerce, Interior and
The bill also sets forth a Earth. the National Association of State
number of specific goals in both ,Thefinal period is that of Solar Governors; 19 members would be
terrestrial applications. and space System Exploration. This would elected by the stockholders. The
sciences. In terrestrial appli- require. the development by 2010, corporation would be authorized
cations, it seeks to: (I) maintain of the capabilities to undertake to issue stock carrying voting
U.S. leadership in the peaceful' solar system exploration by; rights and would be encouraged
uses of space; (2) design and manned craft. It would also; to provide the widest possible
construct, in space, the first ..' involve' the establishment of a' distribution to the American
generation of operational struc- permanent moon base. public.
tures for communications, remote. The Senate Space Sub- The debate over transferring
sensing, power generation,' committee has already scheduled -the Landsat, or Earth Resources
human habitation, and other. hearings on space policy for Jan- Sensing, Program from its
scientific and applications i uary 25, 31 and February 1, 1979 current experimental status to a
purposes; (3) design a prototype :in Room 235 of the Russell Senate fully operational system centers
satellite solar power station for. Office Building. The hearings will around the question of what sort
transmission of electrical power. begin each day at 9:00 am. (For of entity should manage the
to Earth, if results are favorable,' anyone interested in attending the .system. There seems to be general
promote the testing of such a: hearings, the Russell Building is ,agreement that the Earth
system in space; (4) design and I easily accessible from the Union Resources Sensing experiments
develop space-based com- t Station Exit of METRO.) have been very successful and
munications systems designed to: January 25 will be devoted to provide extremely valuable data.
benefit both individual users \nd: input from the Administration. The House has not yet
public service needs; (5) test to Scheduled to testify are Presi- scheduled hearings, but there are
determine the scientific and eco-. dential Science Advisor Frank a number of bills introduced
nomic feasibility of space manu-. Press and NASA Administrator toward the end of the last session
facturing; (6) establish an opera-: Robert Frosch. that are expected to be rein-
tional rernote sensing systern. The hearings for January 3)st i troduced during the 96th
The four scientific goals stated will be aimed at getting input: Congress.
in the bill are: (I) pursuit of from both the scientific com-' One idea that has received
greater knowledge of the solar munity and the general public. considerable attention in the
system; (3) pursuit of greater' National Academy of Sciences House is the concept of earth-
understanding of astrophysical President Frank Handler is sched- orbital solar power satellites. This
phenomena in order to under- uled to testify, as are two former concept involves placing solar
_ .stand the. origin.and, evolution of" ,l'lA~AAdIl}inistrat<,>rs, '" electric generators in orbit and
Almost at the very end of the
last session of Congress, Rep.
Don Fuqua (D-F1a.), then Chair-
person of the Space Sub-
committee, introduced the Space
Industrialization Act (H.R.
14297). Like Schmitt's Earth
Resources Information Satellite
Act (S 3625), Fuqua's bill would
set up a corporation to encourage
a specific space activity, in this
case industrial activities in the
space environment.
The Space Industrialization:
Corporation would provide both
a starting base and a continuing
framework for profitable space-
based industrial activities, thereby
reducing the risks to individual
businesses. Industries whose
ventures proved profitable would
repay the corporation for its
earlier assistance.
The corporation would start
with a trust fund of not more than
$50 million. Any portion of the
fund not used for space invest-
ment would be placed in U.S.
government interest-bearing
accounts. The corporation would
be authorized to sell stock, and as
in Sen. Schmitt's bill, encouraged
to provide for the widest possible
distribution to the American
public.
The Board of Directors would
consist of a Chairman appointed
by the President with the consent
of the Senate; three members
from "among individuals in the
executive branch who are familiar
with current and potential space
activities and capabilities"; and
eight members from the private
sector, six of whom would be
representatives of industries
having experience in industrial
research and development.
The Space Industrialization Act
will be reintroduced in the 96th
Congress. The House Space Sub-
committee anticipates holding
hearings on space industrial-
ization generally, sometime in
Mayor June of 1979.
The NASA authorization
hearings on the final year 1980
budget will be held in both the
House and the Senate Subcom-
mittees sometime in February or
March. The Senate Subcommittee
has already set their hearing dates
for February 21, 22 and 28 and
Minch 2, 14 and 15. The House
Subcommittee has not set definite
dates as yet. It is anticipated that
the NASA budget for FYl980 will
be somewhere between $4.3 and
$4.6 billion.
There will be additional
hearings, probably sometime in
February, on a $100-$200 million'
supplemental appropriation
needed for the Space Shuttle
Program for fiscal year 1979.
beaming the resulting electricity
down to the Earth's surface in the
form of microwaves to a specially
designed receiving antenna. Pres-
ently the concept is still in the
feasibility determination stage. It
is necessary to gather enough
information to determine whether
the idea is technically possible,
economically realistic and safe.
Up until 1977, feasibility
studies on satellite solar power
were conducted by NASA. In
fiscal year 1977, the Office of
Management and Budget trans-
ferred responsibility for the
program from NASA to the
Energy Research and Devel-
opment Administration, now part
of the Department of Energy, in
an attempt to centralize all solar
energy programs.
The transfer of the solar power
satellite studies to the Department
of Energy has caused no small
amount of confusion. The
Department of Energy is still
forced to rely on NASA's tech-
nical expertise in this area, and is
expected to allocate money to
NASA for technical studies.
Furthermore, Congress itself has
continued to fund NASA sep-
arately for satellite solar power
work. In spite of the fact that
NASA did not request any SPS
funding for fiscal year 1979
(expecting to receive the money
through the Department of.
Energy), Congress added $2
million for solar power satellite
programs.
Rep. Ronnie Flippo (D-Ala.)
introduced the Solar Power Satel-
lite Research Development and
Demonstration Program Act
(H.R. 12505) on January 30,
1978. This bill called for the
establishment of an SPS program
office. within the Department of
Energy, while allowing contracted
work to be done by NASA on the
space segment. Sen. Melcher
introduced a companion bill (S
2860) in the Senate.
Hearings were held by the
House Space Subcommittee in
conjunction with the Sub-
committee on Advanced Energy
Technologies in April of 1978.
The bill was reported out of Com-
mittee favorably in May and
passed by the House on June 22,
1978 by a vote of 267-96. Sen.
Melcher's bill was never reported
from the Senate Energy and Nat-
ural Resources Committee where
hearings were held in August of
1978.
Rep. Flippo's bill will be
reintroduced in the 96th
Congress. The House Space Sub-
committee is tentatively planning
to hold further hearings sometime
in March, 1979.
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